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Participants in the 149th annual convention of the Kentucky
Episcopal Diocese, being held at Murray State University through
today, were served an unusual lunch Friday. Called a "Fair Share
Meal," the lunch illustrated the great variance in the types of lun-
ches the people of the world eat on a normal day. '
Everyone paid the same S1.25 charge when they entered, but
none knew what they would be served until they were told where
to be seated or to stand. Siviier cent of those present were served
a lunch much like most of us are accustomed to — a salad, meat,
vegetables, dessert, coffee and milk. Twenty-four per cent of the
diners received only a vegetable plate.
The remaining 70 per cent had to stand in line to'be served a
bowl of rice, a spoon and a glass of water (right). Nancy Whit-
mer of Murray chats with Brett Harcourt as they go through the
"rice line" (top right).
Above, the people seated at the table represent the few that
received a full-course meal. Those standing are the ones who
"begged" for food from the more fortunate diners.
Winter Returns, But Not As Severe
By The Associated Press
After a brief, mild interlude, winter
was expected to return to Kentucky
today — but not with the severity of
earlier cold waves. '
The National Weather service
predicted high temperatures today in
- the -20s and lows tonight .from 5 to 15
degrees.
In addition, rain and snow that fell on
the state Friday night was expected to
change entirely to snow today, the
weather bureau said. -
The new coldiront that pushed south-
ward through 'Kentucky Friday ended
the pleasant weather that had lifted
temperatures into the low 50s in some
sections of the state.
We don't expect any exteeme cold
out. of it," John P. Lee, chief
meteorologist cif the-weather _iertice
. office here, said of the cold front.
';----'. Lee said there is nothing in the
-I-,
10 th• reeast far e next several days that
(would indicate a _return to sub-zero
temperatures that have closed schools
and businesses, frozen the Ohio River










Partly cloudy and colder tonight.
'Mostly clear and cold on Sunday. Lows
tonight in the mid to upper teens. Highs
Sunday. in The mid to upper 20s. Winds
becoming light northwesterly tonight.
The milder weather allowed barg-e
Carrying badly-needed fuel oil and salt
• for highways to move slowly up the
Ohio River. A large caravan of
towboats and their barges were ex-
pected to reach Louisville today.
"I think the effect of the weather now -
•
will be to 'Provide a slow thaw, and
that's what we need to avoid runnini:
ice and that sort of thing," said Martil
Pedigo, a 'spokesman for the- Arnr_.
Corps of Engineers. "When the tem-
perature is above 20 degrees and you vc
got sun on the ice, it's going to contuith•
----tubreak an anireVapoirife-.'-
• Despite the moderating
temperatures,- the Danville and
Harrodsburg independent school
systems joined a growing list of scliools
forced to close indefinitely -beeouse of a
shbrtage of natural gas, Associate State
School Superintendent Raymond
r be r said.
• MEET THE QUEEN AND HER COURT — Miss Donna Smith (center), daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Smith was
crowned homecoming queen for 1977 at Calloway County High School Friday night Queen Donna's attendants
are (left to right) Tammy Feftner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.-James R. Feltner. Cindy Williams, daughter of Mrs. Eula ,
Mae Henson, Leslie Wilfred. daughter of Mrs. kternice Wilfred, Paulette Hooks, daughter of Mi. and Mrs. Kelsie




tary cutbacks in energy consumptJan 
have averted declaration of an energy
emergency, Gov. Julian Carroll says.
"Kentuckians have done a good job in
shouldering individugliesponsibility to
deal .yrith this crisis," Carroll said
-Friday, "but we cannot be misled by
the warmer temperatures we are ex-
periencing now. We still have an uphill
battle ahead of us."
The governor announced he did mit
see the need to declare an energy
enjergency-after Meeting with a special
advisory committee. Declaration of an
--emergency-woutd -give the governor.
- broad-pewers to seize-iiiel-and allocate
it where needed.
Carroll praised businesses for
_shortening their hours and conserving
_fuel. He also said there is "a very
healthy attitude in the home" toward
energy saving.
"it has been a key to our staying out
-of an energy-emergency situation," he
said,
Meanwhile, state Energy Com-
missioner_ Damon- • HarrisoViselQ.Sed
—itte results, of a survey of fi s whose
gas usage has been severely curtailed
and which .are relying on alternate
fuels.
Harrison said the survey- indicates
. that more than 70,000 Kentuckians may ,
be Out of work by the end of this month
unless additional fuel is obtained. -
Comaptites whose natural- gas
allocation was curtailed.by 75 per cent
or more were asked to inform the
Tuesday, Feb.4, 1977.
Wednesday, Dec. 8, 1976
Wednesday, Feb. 2,1977
Tuesday, Jan. 4, 1977
Thursday, Feb. 3, 1977
Tuesday, Dec. 14,1976
Energy Department how long their
existing supplies of alternate fuels .
VAnild
rr' n
firms replied. Of the 217 firms, 166 —
employing _ 45,232 . persons — have
enough alternate fuel to last less than
twoweeks; he said..
Thirty others employing . 25,372
workers said- alternate fuel supplies
could last- from two to four weeks-,
according to Harrison. •
Twenty-one others, employing 6,681
persons, said they have enough
alternate fuel to last more than four
weeks. -- • -
Harrison said the' results are not
conetusiv-e,- -tiit-itidiCate the future
economic impact will be one of .."sab-
stantialmagnitUde."
"Hopefully, the layoffs will be of a
short duration," he said. _
Harrison said the tabulations for.
firms supplied by Louisville Gas and
Electric Co. were not included in the
survey and would be available next
week:
Firms curtailed 50 per cent 'for
February and March by Western
Kentuelty _a_S and which. cannot switch_
to fuel oil-or Propane were not included.
nor were the thousands of -smaller
commercial operations which have
been curtailed by about 35;per cent.. ,
The outlook for alternate fuel sup-
plies began to get a little brighter late
this week as the Ohio River thawed
sufficiently to allow fuel-laden barges
to begin moving upriver.-Harrisonsatd •
every .bhrge that reaches Louisville will
be "a tremendou.s




This chart indicates the amount of natural gas that has been saved by
Murray Natural Gas System customers since energy conservation
measures were instituted at the first of this week. The chart.compares
three days-this week, Feb. 1-3 with three days prior to the cutback that
almost e.tact weather conditions: The chart gives the day, the
mean temperaturetfor the day, the usage of gas by industries, usage by
commercial and residential consumers, the total usage, and the per-
centage saved since the voluntary conservation effort was begun. Gas -
usage is given in thousand cubic feet. The total amount bf natural gas , --
saved during the first three days of February amounted to 22 per ent
when compared with the three similar days prior to beginning the
savings program.





By Abigail Van Buren
1.116.nott.l. Nears 5.0.11 1.4
DEAR AVBY: I am 15 and I want to-join a convent. The
problem is. I am not Catholic. Fm not really anything, but I
want to become a nun because I've never had a date and. I'll
probably never have one, and ill were a nun in a convent I
ha- to-.-inalc4- -a Ay e itZ who
ridicules a nun for not having a boyfriend?
How does a girl go about signing up to be a nun? Please
ans% er in the paper because I don't have any privacy here.
If anyone in my family found out I asked such a question,
I'd never hear the end of it. Thank you.
FUTURE NUN
DEAR FUTURE NUN: Sorry, dear, a convent is not a
place for a girl to hide because she thinks she needs an
excuse for not having a boyfriend. Women become nuns
because of their deep religious convictions and desire to
dedicate their lives to the service of their churn.. You need
a mature friend with whom you can talk frankly about your
feelings. Counseling from a Catholic priest could be
extremely helpful. ,
DEAR ABBY: Perhaps my feelings of frustration and
anger can be alleviated by writing to you. I
because right now I'm all tied u/ain knota,and it's bad for
my blood pressure.
I just had a phone call from my sister end did she ever
let me have it She started out by demanding, "WHO the
h--- have you been talking to for one solid hour?" ( I meekly
told her, although I now realize that it was really none of
her business.)
Then she did a number on me for spending so much time
talking on the phone. and like a dummy I apologized for it.
Abby, I don't have a party line so if I want to talk all day
Or an. night) 'why -shouldn't'
And why should I be made to feel guilty because' my line
is busy when my sister calls?
FRUSTRATED AD ANGRY
DEAR F AND A: Direct your anger where it
belongs-at yourself -fornacking the courage to speak up
to your sister. Tell her what you've told me, and you'll feel
better.
DEAR ABBY: I've been married for seven months and
my problem is a friend of mine. (Ill call her "Barbie.. ) Ft
seems that 13arbie can't keep her hands off my husband's
bod. Barb has a husband of her own, but she likes to pinch
my husband, punch his biceps (playfully) and feel his chest.
It's always in a joking way. but I.don't like-all this feeling
and touching with my guy.
I'm not jealous, I'm just upset. Barbie's husband either
doesn't notice, or he doesn't care.
My husband says I'm making something out of nothing.
Mv sister says I should come right out and tell Barbie.
:'Hands off my man!" _
What is your advice?
ANNOYED
DEAR ANNOYED: It's your husband's and if he
doesn't like being pinched, punched and touched, it's up to
him not you) to say so.
Hate to write letters? Send 51 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose a
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Temple Hill Lodge No'. 276
will meet at the Masonic Hall.
Square dance- with Euel
Bray as caller and round
dance will be at the Woodmen
of the World Hall at 7:30 p.
Art Education Classes for
adults will be from nine a. m.
to noon and for. children from
one to three p. m. at the
Murray Art Guild. Call 767-
4258 or 753-9085 to enroll. -
Sunday, February 6
Rameses, the Story of
Moses, will be presented at the
First Christian Church at 6:30
p. m. Tickets are adults, two
dollars, and children, one
dollar.
Lee-Olia and Ruth Wilson
Circles of Good Shepherd
United Methodist Church
Women will have the 'week of
prayer and self denial 
program at the church at two
p.m.
Monthly gospel singing will
be held at Blood River Baptist
Church from two to four p. m.
with the Evangeliers of Union
City, Tenn., as guests.
Monday, February 7
Murray State Lady Racers
will play Lambuth College at
5:15 p.m. and MSU men will
play Morehead State at 7-:30
p.m. at Murray State
Fieldhouse.
Organizational meeting for
a local Young Farmer
Association will be held at
seven p.m. at the Murray
Vocational Center.
Kathleen Jones Group of
First Rapt i ct Church. Women
will meet with ,Mrs. Denny
Smith at 7 :15 p.m.
Bethany Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will meet in the- Fellowship
Hall of the church at six p.m.
Recovery', Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian
Church, Main and Sixteenth
Streets, at 7:30 p. m.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at 7:30 p. m.
Lottie Mann Group Of Fir_st
Baptist Church Women will
meet with Thelma Warford at
7:30 p. m.
Lunch for senior citizens
will be at North Second Street
Center at twelve noon. Call
753-8938 for reservation by
11:30 a. m. and call 753-9725
for transportation. Activities
will follow the meal.
Chapter V of P. E. 0. will
meet at the fiome of Mrs. A. H.
Titsworth at 7:30-p. m. Annual
dues are payable at this time.
Calloway County Retired
Teachers Association will
meet at Ellis Center at two p.
m. Mrs. George Hart will give
the program on her travels the
past year.
North Calloway Elementary
School PTC meeting is can;
celled due to the energy crisis
but may be rescheduled.
Dr. Ronald Wuest

















- Monday, February 7
Execative Board of the
Murray Woman's Club will




Club will meet at Colonial
House Smorgasbord. Other
homemakers clubs scheduled
to meet include Paris Road
and Coldwater.
Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will meet
at the home of Frances..
Matarazzo at seven p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Health Center.
Tuesday,Tebruary'8"
:Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Alice Waters
in church parlor, Bessie
Tucker with Mrs. Conrad
Jones, 1314 Wells, and
Maryleon Frost with Mrs.
John C. Winter, 805 North 16th
Street, all at 9:30 a.m., and
Faith Doran in the senior
youth room of church at two
p.m.
Auditions for Community
Theatre Group for Youth will
be at the Calloway County
Public Library from 3:30 to
5:00p.m. .
First Baptist Church
Women's Groups will meet as
- follows: - I with- Mrs. Catvin
Morris at nine a.m., II with
Mrs. Edgar Morris at ten
a.m., and III with Mrs. Earl




FOR MONDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1977
What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
the stars say, read the forecast To understand persons with
given for your birth Sign. whom you are involved, as well
as the needs of all, will be half
your battle won. Meetings andARIES 4110A agreements should be con-(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) ' ducted with this in mind.Not a favorable day for SAGITTARIUSlobbying your interests ( Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
er,
4044#
Associates probably won't be Routine matters may not govery enthusiastic. Bide your 'As planned. A "lesser light"time. may offer much needed help.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:3€77
No matter how tedious
routine may seem, -remain
optimistic. There's someone
working in your interests
without broadcasting the fact
GEMINI
(May 32, 1)Ie June 2 19-
Don't let your sympathetic
and generous heart run away
with you. An insincere person
may be laying to take ad-
vantage of You.
CANCER 
el(2)(June 22 to July 231
Good stellar influences! A
good period for business talks,
especially if they concern fund
raising or capital investrneut.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 41
Someone who has been
pulling against you career-wise
now holds out the olive branch.
Grasp it - gratefully.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
You can depend on your in-
tuition now. If you bays any
doubts at all about a deal, call it
off.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Do not overtax yourself
mentally or physically, but do
maintain a tempo progressive
enough to accumulate-the many
gains which are attainable.
NPA
Don't underestimate his ability.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) IOW
Curb a tendency toward
pessimism now. No matter
what disappointments you may
suffer, keep on plugging. Try to
AQUARIUS '
21 to Feb. 19) —
Avoid needless anxiety and
tension. You can deal ef-
fectively with difficult
assignments by being your
innately practical and sound-
thinking self.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
A most. fortunate day for
personal plans and ambitions.
Your intuition at a peak. Don't
hesitate to back your hunches.
X
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect,
unusual versatility and a warm,
vibrant personality. You are
progressive in your ideas and
methods, and staunch in the
face of opposition. You love.
travel and are extremely
gregarious, numbering among
your friends folks from all
walks of life. You are a gay and
witty conversationalist and
extremely hospitible. Fields in
which you could shine: writing,
education, music, science,
designing and journalism.
Birthdate of: Charles Dickens
aid Sinclair Lewis, authors.
Your Individual
Horoscope
   Frances Drake -
1).i(4.6\10
FOR SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 6, W77
What kind of -day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES eysi
1Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
An excellent day for com-
bining business with pleasure.
for profiting from your paid
displays of good will.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21) •'‘
A casual meeting with
someone of importance will
have pleasing results - but not
immediately. Keep that best
foot forward!
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21)
If "collecting" is your hobby,
this is your day - especially if
you're looking for something
unusual in the way of books or
mantissripts. '
-CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 00
-You may wish you had not
made certain plans for the day
but, even if it takes special
effort; follow them up. You'll be
happier in the long run.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 4e.
Forget' important" matters
for the moment. It's time to
indulge yourself a bit -
preferably in 'the company of
gay and amusing companions.
VIRGO  I
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) nv
Your greatest blessing_now_
will be "inspiration." You'll
suddenly -"see the-light" in a
domestic situation which has
been bothering you.
LIBRA ,
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
If you don't look too longingly
at the other side of the fence,
you'll find time to enjoy what's
on YOUR side - and it's plenty!
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt,,:r•
You could hurt your cause by
being too hasty, too ready to
form opinions drawn from in-
11;19-
sufficient data. Explore a new
avenue for surer procedures.
SAGM'ARIUS 
*t o-(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) •ti-l#'
A splendid period in which to
renew affectionate ties through




(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Vt/C-T
Some confusion • indicated
during the early hours, but it
clears up WITHOUT your in-
tervention, so don't let it disturb
you. Evening favors romance,
socializing. "
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 2110 Feb. 19) --
Some will be pleased, some
won't - with results of your
decisions, plans. Be careful to
consider the wishes of all
concerned in conclusions. Work
for effectiveness.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Give your best, then await
returns ̀calmly. If crises arise,
- either within the family circle
or without, preserve equilibri-
um, perspective, humor.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
innate DO-ER. You visualize
goals and needed requirements
far in advance of action. You
proceed with 8 -sixth sense,"
coupled with practicality and,
once well-organized, make
remarkable strides toward your
_ _loftiest goals. You are adapted
to a scientific, literary or ar-
tistic career; may also enjoy
politics or an occupation which
involves travel or dealing with
the public. You have a
philosophical nature, are in-
tuitive and extremely outgoing
in personality, but at times are
hyperikensitive. Birthdate of:
Aaron Burr. early Amer.
statesman; Sir Henry Irving,
dramatic actor; Ronald
Reagan, screen actor, Gov. of





Miss Pamela Chew, a held
representative for _..Cottey
College, Nevada, Missottri,
will visit Murray on Monday,
February 7. A slide presen-
tation recounting Cottey's
history will be given by Miss
Chew at the regular meeting
of P. E. 0. Chapter M in the
PAMELA CHEW
home of Mrs. A. H. Titsworth
at 7:30 p. m.
Founded in 1884 by Virginia
Alice Cottey, a pioneer
woman educator, Coney
College is owned and sup-
ported by the P. E. 0.
Sisterhood, an educational,
philanthropic organization of
191,000 women dedicated to
providing educational op-
portunities for women. With a
10-1 student-faculty ratio, its
350 students come from more
than 40 states and several
foreign countries.
Miss Chew, 1973 graduate of
Cottey College, attended the
Institute for American
Universities in Aix-en-
Provence, France, on the
Mimi Atwater Scholarship
during her junior year. HerB.
A. from the University of
Missouri was awarded in 1975.
She has completed course
work for her master's degree
in French at the University of
MiSsouri. Her father, Harry
Chew, is Cottey's professor-of
art and Head of the Division of
Fine Arts.
I Mr. and Mrs. Dame!!Married For 61 Years
MR. 'AND MRS. OTIS DARNELL of ICirksey Route One will
celebrate their 61st wedding anniversary on Sunday, February
6. They were married on that date in 1916 by Henry Hooper at
the Kentucky-Tennessee State Line at Crossland with their at-
tendants being Melo Paschall and the late Toy Paschall
No formal celebration is planned due to the health of Mr
Darnell. •
Mrs. Darnell, the former Ruby Orr, is the daughter of the
late Judson Orr and Maude Paschall Orr. Mr. Darnell, a
retired fanner, is the son of the late Richard Darnell and
Elizabeth Wilson Darnell.
The couple still maintain their own home and attend the
Owens Chapel Baptist Church, located on the Penny-Airport
Road, Highway 783.
Mr. and Mrs. Darnell have one son, Clay C. Darnell of
Kirksey Route One, who is married to the former Ann Parker,
daughter of the late Mr.-and Mrs. Harvey Parker. They have
three granddaughters, Mrs. Billy Moore (Marilyn) Bane'',
Mrs. Gary (Phyllis) Price, and Mrs. Danny (Carol) Chapman,
all of Calloway County. Their four great grandchildren are
Billy Bazzell, Kenneth Bazzell, Jennifer Price, and Valerie
Chapman.
Another son, Orie Thomas Darnell, died in 1922 at the age of
three years. .
NASHV ILLE PATIENT
Mrs. Max ( Wanda) Bailey is
a patient al _Vanderbilt
Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.,
after suffering burns about
three weeks ago in an accident
here. Persons may send. her
cards or letters to Mrs. Wanda
Bailey, Room D6236, Van-
derbilt Hospital, Nashville,-
Tenn. 37212. Mrs. Bailey is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jessie Crouse of Murray
Route Two.
PANCAKE FOLDOVERS
Ride high on Banana Boats
for a fun brunch or after a
light lunch. Prepare 12 whole
wheat pancakes according to
packAge  directions. Curesix 
bananas in half lengthwise.
Dip in lemon juice; roll in
chopped nuts and. shredded
coconut. Place banana halves
on pancakes; fold pancakes
over banana halves. For each
serving, top two pancake
foldovers with a scoop of
vanilla ice cream and your
favorite topping. Make six
servings.
lie Christian ft-tic-Mien Committee alike first Christian Chard
. Cordially Invites Yoe To See The Ptodadioa at -
1:41LIV
THE STORY OF MOSES
adapted tor Me deal troll Ike asphilheatre preelection
6:30 PM, Sunday Evening, February 6,1977
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
iterray.li. Di. David C. Rain/koala




Often fires that destroy lives and homes are caused
by inadequate or faulty wiring, a problem that can be elim-
inated by a qualified electrician.
Here are the warning sighs: Fuses often blow or
breakers trip. Lights dim and the TV picture shrinks when
a large appliance 'switches on. The range and frypan are
slow to heat. And the switchbox may be warm to the touch.
Heed these warnings and have your wiring brought
up to standards right arway. The safety of your home and
family depends on it
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We welcome the more than
200 deputies representin _ 
Eptropal churches at the 149th
annual convention of the
Diocese of Kentucky, which is
being held at Murray State
University this weekend.
_ We also coagratulate St.
John's Episcopal Church for
hosting the convention and
Murray State University for
allowing. its facilities to be used
by the participants. Other chur-
• — from the JaLkbulJ Pw -
chase who have assisted in
:hosting the convention are also
congratulated.
Business sessions for the con-
vention ended today.
We are glad the Diocese
selected Murray for its annual
convention and we invite each




Casting all your care upon him;
for he caretb for you, I Peter 5:7L,
Life has a way of giving us many
burdens. We need not carry thbse
by- -ourselves.
to .cast our. cares upon Him. He is
strong. •
OPINION PAGE
Page 3— Saturday Afternoon, February 5,1977
,o,\•.\\\\ \
• 4, ,,,N, •. ...
It's awful hard to explain it, men...
Let's Stay Well
Finding a Physician
Q: Mrs. BA writes that she
and her family have moved to a
different part of the country and
that the physician to whom they
, now go appears hurried and
abrupt in his contacts with pa-
tients. She says he is very
different from their • former
physician, who always took the
are carefully screened beton.
they are appointed -to -a -start-
position on an accredited howl
tat .
A physician is obligated h,
satisfy the needs of his -patients
and to see that they understand
their disease and its manae.-
ttme to explain everything. ment. This is needed to get the
She is afraid to ask her physi- sion. d, cooperation and compliance of
cian any questions but she leek Above all, your physician patients.
that she should know more about should be competent and well- Have you taken the time .0
her illrieciaec. and_thoss 41- her trained Her..agi forne4 you with  Lchalkagr__Ystur.,.* clan -tell 
family, particularly since she'r-a description of his background- him --about your dissatisfacti,qi -
usually has most of the respoo. • His hospital appointmetts are-' -arid askthat he correct it" If nor
sibilit • to see that the treatment) significant Physicians usually he may not be eware of !why
. . By F.J.L. Blasingame. M.D. .
i;77-iiiried.--41'.. •
A: Unfortunately. you describe
the feelings that too many pa-
tients have about their physi-
cians.
Remember that the patient,
not the physician, is the "boss."
You are voluntarily seeltIng his
services, and he is working for
you in the practice of his proles-




feel Perhaps you haYe heen too
timid and short on coikrage in
this area. It may be preferable to
have your husband go with You.
and the two of you could have
the needed discir:sion with your
doctor
This type of confrontation is
not easy. and it may not change
ytvr physician's mettioct of ban-
' dling his patients However it
may improve his management
the freedom to find Oither
physician who better satisfies
you and your family
Return to reforestated usefulness
"Here's a tree that you
•
j---=could get-three,--or _maybe four _
two by sixes out of now.
Elmer Boggs, the McCreary
County Extension agent, was
looking at a 20-year-old lob-
.. . ' as_he__-wits-sh-ow-
. ing what had been done with -
erodesl, empty acres that had
been the "leavirigs" of an old •
strip mine operation. -
In 1957 when Boggs went
to the county as Extension
agent, one, of the things that .
confronted him was the spoil-
banks left by strip mines in tht
mountainous Southeastern
Kentucky area. He recalls 'he
was "alalled by the ugly,-
ruinous rosion and the utter -
waste of land resources." So he
set abotit developing a plan to
reclaim the wasted land. 4
Two decades later-prodded
by the vision Of Boggs arid
coupled initially with the
industrious work of children
tom
4-H Club-hundreds of acres of
barren strip- mine spoilbanks
have become productive forest
land.
The origin of the refOresta-
tion project lei on 'what once
was spoilbanks of a strip mine
not far from the Holly Hill
School, which at the moment
lies empty and abandoned; the
victim of consolidation of
education. The 4-H'ers from
the school planted some 3,000
seedling trees that were a year
old on about three acres of
what -is becoming a lush forest..
In 19 years those year-old trees
have grown into sturdy "struc-
tures" that are ready to be
harvested for p-tilp.v.t,A -or
like the one Boggs singled out,
are ready to become -lumber.
Virtually all the trees, if
allowed to stand, at the dorrent
rate of growth will be "saw
timber" 'of high quality in
another 10 year'.
After Boggs determined that
the best route of reclamation
'of the fpoilbanks was Ilirhugh
reforestation, he says he broke
all records for holding meetings
to "sell the people ii tht
idea." In the fall Of '195- and
early spring of 1958, he held
42 cOmmunity get-togethers
telling the_latduwiler.--.4)-i-dit-
waste of the potential rand,
resources and what he •elt
could be done about it. success. He says .the credit lies date-He---turned-fo--the- ym.rtr —igiffi-th-e--4-1Ters, the interest
the county, as the stimulus for
the program, recruiting 4-H
clubs to do_the first planimgs.
Boggs directed 114e-plan.tinrof
52" seedling trees in :he
spring of 1958, the McCr,:ary
County ASCS.office furnisling
the trees, which were plat •ed
on the spoilbanks by he
4-H'ers.
10 Years Ago Today
The Paschall Truck Lines here-have- -
bon granted the rights by the Inter- .
state Commerce Commission that will
provide Murray and Calloway County
with the fastest and most complete
transportation system available to
•date.
Jessie Koon, age 35, and Joe Beher,
age 48, both of' New Madrid, Mo.,
drowned in the Blood River Section of
Kentucky Lake yesterday when their
boat capsized. Their bodies were
recovered by the Murray Rescue
Squad.
The Petit Jury for the winter term of
Calloway Circuit Court opened
yesterday with:Judge-IL H. -Lovett, Sr.,
presiding.
Another record breaking enrollment
for the spring semester at Murray State
College was recorded as 1,976 students
signed for classes during the regular
registration period.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Cecil
Lamb, age 60, and Mrs. Mary Gabbert
- Francis.
Other deaths reported include W. H.
(Hobart) Dunn, age 65, Morris Guier,
age 46, and Mrs. Lena Williams
Johnsonf age 71.
Debbie Galloway, Jane Shoemaker,
Henry Armstrong, Aileen Palmer,
Brenda Jones, and Susan Williams,
students at Calloway County High
School, won honors at the Speech
Tournament held at Paducah Tilghman
High Schook-r-:----- -
Boy Scout Troop 45 won the Overall
Swim Meet trophy at the event held at
the Murray State University swimming
pool yesterday.
•
Byars were married January 27 at the
Green Plain Church of Christ.
Births reported include a girl.
Carolyn Elizabeth, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arlie Scott on January 31.
The Murray Jaycees won the Man-
Mile Race at the February board
meeting in Lexington. Attending from
here were Harold Beaman, Roy Dollan,
Torn Emerson, Z.- C. Ent:, George
Hodge, Bob McDowell, Dr." William
Pogue, Bethel Richardson, John.
SaWriiiiitsT -Rupert Sliver* and Ed'
Carolyn Janette Curd and -Walter Fenton.
430 Years Ago This Week
Edward S. Ferguson of Deland. Fla.,
.bas been appointed as superintendent
of theloturrayElectric Power System.
An average 61 $24.45 has, been
reported for the sale of dark fired
-tebeeceton the Murray Market. For the-
season a total .of 5,519,645 pounds has
been sold for a total amount of
$1,349,786.11 on the five Murray floors.
More than one hundred workers from
the various churches in Murray will
begin- a religious census in Murray ow' 
February9.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Letha Adams Brandon, age 78,,
Iviion Bee Lovett, age 42, and Mrs'.
Ctcelia P'Pool, age 76. •
_Births reported this week include a -
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Witty on _•from roun.n. and melting snows_ January. -31 Ef -boy and-MS-
Glenn D. Lovett on February 3, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. David H. Winslow on
..„February 3, a boy taidr. and Mrs. Otto
Chester on February 4, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe H. Hill on February 4, a girl to
Mr. and- Mrs.' Charles Mfl1e Oh -
February 4, and a girl le Mr.,and-Mrs. - •
Charles Ryan on January 30.
Pictured this week are the Calloway
County Cage Champs, New Concord
Redbirds, with Edward Curd as coach.
Team s -are Tommy ri.-
chester, Harold Thurman, Joe
Coleman, Jackie Winchester, W. H. _
Dowdy, Lloyd Thompson, Leon Adams, _
J. D. Williams, Jackie Stubblefield, snit
J. B. Bell.
Sam Boyd Neely, son of the-Welt J.
Neely of Hazel, has opened his law
effieesmAturray.
40 years Ago This Week
Seeing what the children
had done, the parents - iok
.rzb,e over the next. spring: ..ind
more seedlings, again provided
through ,.the ASCS-. were
7 planted on the strip m•ned
soilbanks.
"That ball has never
stopped rolling," Boggs Says.
"Now the county not only has
all its original 800 acres ofRETURN TO,FRUITFUA..ENyIRONMENT-Pines rise from a strip mine spoilbank in McCreary - spoilbanks set to trees- motsCounty, an example of reforestatkm add reclamation -of land thatiNvas left unferfai and eroded than 800,000-but folTowingafter the surface mining operation. Pine needles and othernatural covering carpet the forest...floot. more recent strip mining opera--to haft erosion and natural reseeding produces a projected continuation of lorest growth. Initially tions, has/also reforestedyear-old loblolly pine seedlings Were planted on the spoilbank by.-a group of McCreary 4-H'en. another 200 acres."That was 19 years ago arid now some of the seedlings have matured to the point where they are When 'Boggs dime to
ready for harvest as saw lumber and ifuIpwood. ' McCreary -County, the runoff•
was carrying thousands of tons_
of soil and acid waste down the
eroding slopes, polluting the
streams and leaving silt•residues
that . caused__overflows on the...-
best agricultural land- M the
county. Soil erosion and
stream pollution have been
checked by the marketable
timber growing on the spoil-
banls. The scars of stnp
mining have disappeared under
a carpet of pine needles and
leaves from other. trees that has
checked the erosion and built-
up the soil with natural organic'
materials. Long, narrow ponds
-left in the valleys between
ridges of .spoilbanks are loOpg
their toxicity, and are suppoh-
ing fish and other aquatic life.
- Boggs holds frepent -ton-
servation 'workshops and wood-
land tours to maintain a run-
ninEencooragerrient for. land-
owners to continue the timber-
stand management program.
offering assistance to them and
keeping them informed ot, the
values of timber. He conducts
annual 4-H forestry camps for
boys and girls to teach thern
goodforestry practices.
The McCreary County land --
rehalailitation-pr.44gram-t h rough
reforestation has attracted
tenton from "just about
everywhere," says Boggs, but
he claims little credit for any
..and cooperation of the people,
the landowners, local' officials
and civic groups Exten-
sion specialists from .the Un-
iversity of Kentucky College of
Agriculture along with state
and federal agencties. ."All
contributed and all had and
still have-a part in., the pro,
gram," he says.
"And everyone benefitted,"
Boggs adds. "Anyone traveling
in McCreary County can,plain-
ly see' the countryside is'i\nore
attractive. The small streams • -
flowing through the _strip
mined areas are clean ,ind *clear
-,-,even after 'heavy rains. And -
there is evidence everywhere of
civic pride.
"Another plus is that at
least 1,000 acres of hitherto
-worthless and urfsiOitly' real
estate has been beautified and
reetored to productivity," he
said.
Leo Brauer •
UK College of Agriculture •
••••••••••••••••••.,•.-
Murray. has covered" herself .with
glory in her care of refugees in the
greatest flood that has ever swept the
Ohio Valley in the recorded history of
man. By the hundreds, without thought
of self or credit, Murray and Calloway
men and women, and yes, chltdren,
have worked without sleep, rest, and
food to- Care for- the .Abousands of
homeless froin Paducah, to assist in the
evacuation of the refugees to other
cities, to aid the sick and injured, and to
render every ,assistance toward the
welfare of those deprived of their
homes by the swirling waters of the
mad Ohio. Death toll from the flood has
been estimated at 381 with almost
1,000,000 homeless.
A list of refugees and places where
they are staying here is published in
this issue. Ralph Wear and Rollie
Meloan of the Ledger & Times staff
worked all day Sunday to gel the lists
set up and printed with more than 1,500
Copies distributed, free on Monday.
. -
before the paper was published this
week. The list consisted of almost
twelveitlurfins of solid type.
From figures by local officials a total
of 23 inches of rain lei in Calloway
County during the month of January
which figures out to weigh over 600
million tons of water.
Deaths reported this week include E.
C. K. Robertson, Mrs. Ann Hubbs, Mrs.
Onie Owen, Mrs. Nathan Stubblefield,
011ie T. Broach, Mrs. Mary Dye, Dee
Foster, Miss Willie Bagwell, Joe
Crouse,. Charles Johnston, Carlis
Elkins, Mrs. Ploiner Vinson, and Ennis
H. Thompson.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Ivan Outland on January 30.
Treman Beale has been elected
president of the Bank of Murray to fill
the vacancy in the death of Mayor W. S.
Swann. Bill Swarm, son of the late
Major Swann, has been elected to the
'Board of Directors, •
Today In History
, By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Feb. 5, the 36th
day of 1977. There are 329 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On-this date in 1917. Mexico became a
federated republic of 28 states.
Murray, Ky. 42071. .
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
arias served by ;carriers., $2.25 per
In 1783, Sweden recognized the in-
- dependence of the United States.
- In 1790, the _first lawyers were ad-
mitted :to practice before the U.S.
Supreme Court.
In 1937, a bitter controversy began
when President Franklin D. Roosevelt
proposed adding six new justices to the
Supreme Court.
In 1962, President Charles de Gaulle
of France called for independence for
Algeria.
In 1971, U.S. Apollo 14 astronauts
Alan Shepard and Edgar Mitchell
landed on the moon.
-
In 1975, President Ford urged
Congress to reconsider its cutoff _of .
military aid to Turkey. — _
Yen nars ago: A huge anti-Soviet
demonstration by Chinese at the Peking.
airport prevented the takeoff of a
Russian plane for 6 hours. - -
Five years ago: The United States
agreed -to sell Israel 42.Phant4niand 90
.Skyhawk jets over the next three years.
One year ago: 'Thousands Were
reported killed in an earthquake in
Guatemala.
Today's birthday: Baseball's all-time
homenin king Hank Aaron is 43. New
York Times publisher Arthur Sulz-
berger is 51. '
Thought for today: The first and final
thing you havt to do in this-world is to '
last in it and not be smashed by it.
Ernest Hemingway. American writer,
1899-1961:
The Murray.
The Murray letiger & Times is
published every afternoon except
Stuidays,'• July 4, Christmas Day,, '
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
12y Murray Newspapers, Inc.. 1113
4th St. Murray; Ky., 420'71.
‘Times '-
month, payable in advance. By mail
in Calloway County and Co Benton,
Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Far-
mington. Ky., and Paris, Buchanan
and Puryear, Tepn., $17.50 pet year.
per year.
By mail to other destinations, $32.50
Second Class Postage Paid at Member of Associated Press, Ken-
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With hunting season over and several different species of
wild game gracing the freezers of outdoorsmen there is
surely good eating ahead. The following proven recipes may
offer a bit of variety to the normal way of preparing wild
meat.
Wild meats seem to be a gourmet cook's delight. Their
knack for adding certain herbs andspices tend-to enhance
the flavor of the meat, thus making a wild dish a pleasant
mealtime experience.
Try some of the following ideas and I know your taste buds
won't be disappointed.
VENISON PIE
2 pounds boneless venison, cut in 1-inch cubes
Flour
Salt, pepper
1 sack butter or margarine
2 cups beef stock or bouillon
1 cup red wine
1 bay leaf
1 /2 teaspoon crushed dried rosemary
2 tablespoons finely chopped fresh parsley
24 button mushrooms
12 small whole white onions
2 packages of frozen peas, thawed
3 cups fluffy whipped potatoes
1 egg yolk, lightly beaten
1 tablespoon water
- Dredge venison in flour and spring with salt, pepper. Melt
butter in heatproof casserole and quickly brown meat evenly.
Add stock or bouillon and the wine; turn up heat for 2-3
minutes till liquid boils. Lower heat and add bay leaf,
rosemary, and fresh parsley. Cover and simmer gently for
11/2 hours. Add peas. Cook till peas are just tender but still
, crisp. Remove from heat. Stir in 2 tablespoons of the whipped
potathes. Cover top of meat-vegetable mitture with thick
Minting Generates
Millions Of Dollars
A release by the Outdoor
Writers of America over a
year ago revealed outdoor
recreation was a $50 _
billion a year business in
,America. That figure
astounded some, but when you
look at how Americans are
camping, - traveling, fishing,
hunting and vacationing
outdoors and consider the
equipment they are buying the
figure is not so surprising.
Not long ago TWRA par-
ticipated in its own study
in Tennessee and it found that
Tennessee bunters spent an
average of ;60.34 per hunting
trip in 1971. It is estimated
that 6 million or more hunting
trips were made in Tennessee
during 1975 which,, when the
1971 figure of $60.34 per trip is
applied means that hunters
spent $375 "million plus in
pursuit of their sport in
Tennessee last year. A
relatively small percentage
of this money goes to TWRA
which manages, enhances,
protects, and otherwise cares
for the wildlife and their
habitats in the state, in the
form of licenses and fees. The
--Await of a hunter's expenditure
goes for equipment, gas, oil,
vehicles, motels, food,
clothing, etc. and as such
directly benefits untold
hundreds of businesses and




others interested in promoting
economic growth in their
respective areas might, in the
light of these revealing
studies, take another look at
'-them thar' so called useless
hills, swamps, and old fields."
They might also, evaluate
what facilities their com-




banded waterfowl are en-
couraged to send the band
numbers, time, date and place
of their harvest as well as
their return address to: U. S.
Dept. of the Interior, Bureau





2 Mits East AI 94 753-5693
Murray Bait Co.
Home of the iongggg dozen
FRESHEST Bait Available In
The Lakes Area




We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come
in and see our fine of
Seiko watches -
114 S. 5thi Murray, Ky. 753-1640
layer of the potatoes. Swirl top and brush lightly with the egg
yolk thinned with the tablespoon of water. Place in 400 degree
F. oven until potatoes are golden brown.
Serves 4-6.
Serve with; mixed green salad.
Note: Instead of the potatoes, pie may be topped 3vith a
pastry crust (bake at 450 degrees F. till golden) or with old-
fashioned dumplings placed close together and spring with
finely chopped fresh parsley.
DUCK SOUP
2 small ducks, cut in serving-size pieces
1 stick butter or margarine
Salt, pepper
1 cup diced, lean ham
1 cup chopped onion_ -
2 medium carrots, diced
2 medium turniiis, diced





2 tablespoons chopped fresh parsley
2 stalks celery, diced
Dash Worchestersh ire sauce
2 teaspoons tomato paste
1/2 cup cooked wild rice ( optional)
Sherry
2 cups crisp-fired, cubed croutons ,
Brown the ducks in butter in a large soup kettle and sprinkle
with salt, pepper. Add the ham and vegetables, stirring well
and continuing to brown over medium heat. Place beef bone
m pot and add enough water to cover. Add thyme, bay leaf,
peppercorns, and salt. Covet and simmer for 2-21/ hours until
duck is tender. Remove duck and set aside. Simmer 30-60
minutes more and remove beef bone. Return duck to pot and
add parsley, celery, Worchestershire sauce, and tomato
paste. Simmer until celery is tender. Add wild rice, heat
through, and serve in soup bowls with sherry and courtons on
the side.
Serves 6. .
Serve with: garlic French bread, if desired.
Note: 3-4 partridges, 6-7 bobwhite quail, or 2 small rabbits
may be substituted for the ducks.
QUAIL WITH OYSTERS
6 plump quail, dressed and split doWn the back
Salt, pepper
11/2 dozen large oysters with their liquor
1/2 stick butter or margarine
Wipe dry, and chill birds overnight in refrigerator. Sprinkle
inside and out with salt, pepper. Drain oysters and reserve
the liquor. Place 3 large oysters in each quail and tie together
(or skewer) with wings and legs-close to body. Arrange close
together in a baking casserole and pour oyster liquor over
them. Dot birds liberally with butter, cover casserole snugly,
and roast at 350 degrees F. for 1 hour or until birds are tender
and juices rim clear. Serve in the casserole with some of the
resulting gravy spooned over each portion. Serves 3-4.




4 large red chili peppers, seeded, chopped
1 large onion, chopped
6 peppercorns, crushed in a mortar
8 strips fatty bacon
6 medium sweet potatoes or 4 large yams, peeled and sliced
1,2 inch thick
Put opossum in large kettle with waterto cover. Add salt, red
peppers, onion, and peppercorns. Simmer for 30 minutes.
Drain meat; reserve liquid. Put meat in a roasting pan.
Cover with bacon strips. Continue cooking kettle liquid,
boiling over high heat until about 21/2 cups remain. Pour this
over the meat and roast in prheated 350 degree F. oven for 30
minutes, basting every 10 minutes. Arrange potatoes or
yams around the meat and continue to roast for 30 minutes
more or until meat is tender and potatoes or yams are done.
Serves 4-6.
Serve with: cooked turnip greens. -- --- -
(Note: It is recommended that the opossum be hung outdoors
for a few days when the weather is freezing. This Will insure
proper aging. The above recipe is the same as for raccoon.
All the fat should be removed before cooking. Both the
opossum and the raccoon have a delicious, pork-like flavor.)
641 Super Shell
Hwy. 641 South 753-9131
Your U-Haul Headquarters
appy Holiday Travel, Inc
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Lake
DON *CLORE GRAYSON McCUIRE
take 94 lost out of Murray for 2 mikes turn r,glif on 280
Foltnw 280 for 7 miles post llonner's Grocery Take
blacktop info Panorama and fo/low blacktop FO your right
, Telephone 502-43644113
GOLDEN POND, KY. , — the Emmy award-winning
pJrimoducFoewrleorf ,,,wildwle , former associate television' series, will be the
featured speaker at the 8th
annual Eagle Weekend at
Lake Barkley State Resort
Park, February 18-20, 1977.
A graduate of Earlham
College, Richmond, Indiana,
Fowler is an internationally
renowed zoologist and
naturalist. Involved at an
early age in outdoor life,
Fowler turned this basic in-
terest into his profession and
has worked in the field for
several years.
In 1958 he led an African
expedition where he had the
responsibility for trapping and
training eagles and falcons for
the film "African Safari."
After completion of the film he
remained in Africa living off
the land for three months in
northern Botswan in the
- company of -a small- band-of
Kalahari bushmen — one of
the most untouched tribes in
the world and masters of
survival in a natural en-
vironment.
The following year Fowler
conducted the first studies of
the world's lagest eagle, the
Harpy, a giant monkey-eating
eagle. During this expedition
in the remote part of British
Guinea, he and his crew found
and described a Harpy nest
forthe first &me1-trapped-11nd
trained three eagles, and
brought them to the United
States where he has used them
infeil.ms and lectures ever
since.
Fowler plans to return one
of the oldest Harpys to British
Guinea and to study its ability
to readapt to a natural en-
vironment after living in an
urban environment. It was
this eagle that starred in tkie
pilot film that sold the first
"Wild Kingdom" series and
led to Fowler's position as
associate producer and cohost
"Wild Kingdom's" Jim Fowler To pe
Feature Speaker Al "Eagles Weekend"
with Marlin Perkins.
Since then "Wild Kingdom"
has received three Emmy
. awards and has had an
average weekly audience of 20
million viewers. Now in its
eighth year, the show for the
past two years has been rat-
ed tops in program preference
and has won almost every
major. award in television._
Fowler has also appeared on
many other network shows
and is a regular guest on the
-"Tonight" show.
He is vice-president of the
Explorer's Research Cor-
poration (a non-profit
research affiliate of the Ex-
plorer's Club) and is on the
board of advisors of the World
Center for Exploration. He is
also a board member for the
Lincoln Park Zoo, Chicago.
Fowler will speak on
Saturclay,-February-19-, -at- a
and 8 p. m. The afternoon
presentation will be on live
birds of prey and the evening,
address will be on "Harpy -
Eagle-Flying Wolf of the
Amazon." The program will
open Friday evening,
February 18, at 8 p. m. in the
Lake Barkley Lodge Con-
vention Center. Field trips to
Land Between The Lakes are
scheduled for ,Saturday and
Sunday in search of wintering
bald "and golden eagles.
For additonal information
on "Eagle Weekend" write or
call TVA, land Between The
Lakes, Golden Pond, Ken-
tucky 42231, telephone (502)
924-5602, , or for lodging in-
formation write or call Lake
Barkley State Resort Park,
Route 2, Cadiz, Kentucky
42231, telephone (502) 924-1171.
This -special, weekend is-
cosponsored by the Kentucky




Loading Data gooklet Available
Publication of the new1977,
edition of the Winchester-
Western Ball Powder
Propellant Loading Data
Booklet has been announced
by the Winchester-Western
Division of Olin Corporation.
The 72-page booklet, now in
its third edition, is the only
complete source of reloading
data available for Winchester-
Western Ball Powder
propellants, according to
Edward A. Matunas, manager
of canister powder sales for
Winchester-Western.
Data coverage has been
expanded-in the new edition to
include two new AA type field
wads for the shot shell
reloader. Also included are
shot shell loads never
previously listed in the
booklet.
In the metallic cartridge
section, information has been
added not only for new loads
but for new calibers, including
the 222 Remington Magnum,
the 280 Remington, and Plus P
loads for the 38 Special.
Retained in the new edition '
is all of the most pertinent
information handloaders
found io useful in earlier --
issues of the data booklet. A
section on case dimensions
(complete with trim-to
lengths), and bushing charts
for all popular shot shell
reloading tools, are two




copies of the new 1977 data
booklet can be obtained at
retail handloacling outlets, or
on written request from
Edward A. Matunas, Win-
chester-Western, 275 Win-
chester Avenue, New Haven,
Conn. 06504. Dealer or
distributor requests for
quantities of the booklet
should be directed to the
nearest Master Powder
Distributor.












































"BOW HUNTING AND THE
AVERAGE WORKER
It's just a shame that the
bowhunting season for white-
tailed deer is past. All we have
left is the memory of hunts .
past andiKe proinise ot future
hunts, successful and un-
successful, to cheer us
because we had them, on the
one hand, and to gladden our
hearts through speculation
about what is to come, on the
other. .
, So what is left, then, when
the season is over and there
are ten months of waiting for
the next one?
Well in the case of the
average .worker there are
several_ avenoes..au.ailable
whereby the tension of the
...season past can be worked out
and the excitement of the
season contained within
reasonable bounds.
We try never to forget that
we are a bowhunter.
Bowhunting is something that
we can take right along to
work along with our lunch and
there always seems to be
another poor afflicted soul
around who is just busting at
-the seams to 'bench hunt" for
a little while. Ah, the beauty of
it all!
In the shop *here we work
there are many vending
machines where the workers
buy snacks, drinks, smokes
and all the other necessities of
the average eight hour work
day. A logical query here
would be "how do vending
machines relate to bowhun-
ting" . Very , clpsety ,,, as Awe.
have found, out.
One of the people servicing
the vending machines is a
bowhunter, one Webb Cald-
well by name, who has been
known to "vend" a great deal
of bowhunting lore along with
the drinks, smokes, and other
__goodies that come out of the
machines.
Webb is a welcome sight
when encountered as is any
other bowhunter who should
happen along.
Try being a "bowhunting
opp.ortunist," Never let a
chance to talk "bowhunting"
slip by. Looking at it this way
the coming season just isn't
that far away; now is it?
We try to think in terms of
bowhunting at all times and
have devised a couple of
games that help us in our sport
while not taking anything
away from what .we- have ' to
do.
The "what's the distance to
the water fountain game" is
good one. In this game we try
- to -guess the -distance-to-any-
object that happens to suit our
fancy. It may be an inanimate
object or a fellow worker; it
makes absolutely no, dif-
ference. Range estimation is
the simple object.
In the same way that •con-
stant practice , with
bowhunting tackle benefits
our shooting, a good un-
derstanding of just how far
objects are away from us
Though few they be, there
are still, places. in. .this
civilized, industrialized.
socialized, criticized land
known as the Continental
United States of America that
are in truth,virtually identical
to what existed thousands and
thousands of years ago. The
hand of mankind has failed-so
far to ledve -ifs- blemish,
sometimes referred to as
11.1
helps us to put the arrow in the
right place at the right time.
Playing "what's the
distance" takes no equipment,
has no rules, and is great fun.
The benefits will become-
profound during the next
hunting season. Try it!
Another off-season
bowhunting gape is the "tree-
stand game." In this game,
which, incidently is played
without rules, we conjure up
bowhunting situations from
everyday situations.
In our job we are required to
do quite a bit of climbing and
most bov:hunters just love to
climb. -
From our vial lofty perch
we ran -easily pretend that
someone at floor level is a
game animal and the game is
on. Oh, the many times that
we have paused, mentally, to
draw, hold, aim and release
our imaginary arrows at some
unsuspecting colleague. There
just wouldn't be enough legal
tags to cover the harvest!
Here again, as screwy as it
seems, we can turn an
everyday situation like
progress, upon these scarce
and .unknown places., .
One of the more en-
couraging phenomena of
recent years has been the
considerable concern
manifested by certain of the
citizens', notably the younger
-group in particular, that such
places (be protected, if
possible,' from the terrible
wounds of man.
DUCKS. D4CKS AND MORE DUCKS—On a recent duck hunting trip to KentuckyLake, Robin Hornsby, Sammy. telly, Eddie Rollins and Reed Hornsby (left to right)brought home a quadruple limit of ducks. Nice going tellas
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All
1111 t 4Trous. In 1881 he exhibited an electric model that drove a 
three-bladedii 
Honors for Wilding the first true outboard motor go to a Frenchman, Gustave ii pro- 
.
Mtpellet. by means of a chain. Power was supplied by biduomate of potash bat- II ' \NIrl`N lbteries. When the fully portable machine was attached to a boat it propelled the Mtcraft at almost three miles an hour with four or five persons aboard. Exactly 
Mthow many such motors were built is uncertain, 
Pk 
Inv the machine was apparently
neser in quantity production.
MIThat honor went to the American Motor Co. of Long Island City, no relation
Atto the present-day auto manufacturer. This company bulk a stationary gasoline
engine for commercial use and in 1896 adapted it to be used as a portable at
outboard motor. The motor was extremely lightweight, cooled bp-a wire coil, Filtrated from one to two horsepower with a 3.2.5-inch cylinder with four-inch
stroke. Rpm was 400 to 600. It is thought that some 25 of these motors were
built prior to the company's dissolution in 1924.. '
An excellent study of earl) outgoard motors and the companies that built
them is available. Called The Pictorial History of Outboard Motors, one of the
authors, Jim Webb, comes by his outboard interest naturally. He joined the
Elto Outboard Motor Co. shortly after college and rose to become General
Manager of the firm that had by then changed iu name to Evinrude Motors.
an
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climbing to the top of a
machine into a trip to Rushing
Creek, - -
This game does not require
the participant to climb
things. The same game can be
played at floor level. Just try
an imaginary stalk on a fellow
worker. There is nothing to it
and, here again, the benefits
of such Rental activity during
the off-season will help when
Our .family, the wife, boys,
and I, are members of the
rather loosely knit group of
people throughout the nation
referred to as four-wheelers,
those who own four-wheel
drive vehicles. Roughly hall of
these rugged machines are
used primarily as a means of
conveyance in association
with work and jobs. Putting
the man where he is needed
along with the tools required
to perform his task, regar-
dless of the weather or
terrain. ••
It is the other half with
which we are concerned
today. The half that are used
_primarily for recreational
endeavors. By and large, it is
this group which is respon-
sible for the tremendously
increased popularity of f our-
wheel drives in :just the past
feu years. And it is on This
group that the increasing eyes
of a society becoming more
alarmed, are drawing into
focus. As a part of the growing
situation, being young enough
to understand it, and old
en.oJgh to appreciate it, we
would.use this chance to offer
the. following thoughts.
The "magic" world of the
four-wheel drive offers two
primary things to the
recreational -minded en-
thusiast. And it is normally
one or both of these two things
that serves to "turn on" the
-people involved. That other
things besides the two about to
be mentioned may sometimes
play a part we freely concede
However, in our judgement It
is these two which are the
Uncle Jeff's
Sporting Goods .Dept.





HI. 641 South Phone 753-9491
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Open 7 Days A Week
8 a. m. - 10:00,p. m.
the situation is real next
October.
.-- Talk about bite-'hunting
whenever possibly by being a
"bowhunting opportunist,"
try the "distance" and "tree-
stand" games, practice year
round and remember that











ability of the machines to
perform almost impossible
feats off the road is one thing
that excites people.. Climb
hills se steep as to defy the
imagination; plow thru mud,
sand: snow, even' ashes and
with awesome success.
- It becomes a- daring horSe
that rolls on wheels. The
machine becomes the suit of
strength that transforms plain
old Clark Kent into the
amazing Superman. Add a few
sixpacks of liquid gusto to the
combination and we may
emerge with Superman in a
sad shape.
The other thing that serves
ti "turn on" fourwheelers is
the ability of the machine to
transport them to places
beyond the everyday. It is an
avenue of escape from the
hustle, bustle, run, jump, hit it
style of life that imprisons us
all. It offers a way to trade off
the noise, the stench. the
litter, the pressure, the
publicity for something quiet,
peaceful, and tranquil. One
can take exitof.9te twentieth
re-Minty and stand beside the
tree where Daniel Boone
paused nearly two hundred
ears earlier. Or sit on a log
hand in hand in nature for
hours on end to your heart's
coratent. Maybe -that doesn't
light your fire. It does ours.
Here is the problem. There
are not very many such places
1.1t even now. The coming of
U' four-wheel drive has made
many of them easily ac-
- essible. People are people,
even if they own four-wheel
drives. And there are certain
people who just seem to think
that their very presence en-
titles them to take, deface,
mutilate, or destroy anything
with which they might come in
• intact. It is these people who
the real problem. And
Why I like




I've been thinking about
why I especially like to hunt
with you. I don't remember '
ever having a day together
that I didn't enjoy, because
you care much more about
why we are together in. the
field than about what we take
away in game.
I like the fact that you don't
talk too much, don't make
excuses and never brag -
unless you say something nice
about my dog, something
more than being plain polite.
When we gun the covers that
you've chosen, I know you
always let me . take the
choicest snots and 'otten pin
up shots in hopes the bird will
swing my way.
I know you count the few
birds you've hit and_ lost
against your limit, and I've'
seen you time and again
refuse a chancy shot that
might reach a bird we couldn't
manage to bag.
You always remember a
their actions have been the
catalyst that has made the
four-wheel drive a proposed
scapegoat.
The problem has no easy
answers.
The dedicated four-wheel
drive enthusiast is almost
always a staunch andstalwart
ally to the conservation and
preservation of our natural
heritage. Also he is not too
inclined toward trying to
demolish a $6,000 investment
on an afternoon outing. There
is adventure in the 'heart but
it's a companion to love for the
habitat where it's found. The
barrel of apples is growing
larger.
If you have comments feel
free to drop a note at The
Murray Ledger & Times office





Colt Smith & Wesson t
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
fishing, 4mping, and Hunting Equipment
liu4q & fishing licenses
little something gift and take
some pleasant time to chat
with the men that own the land
we like to gun. You make a
-point of stopping in the local
store to say hello.
You've always been on time
and do more than your share
of the little things that make a
hunt a happy day - regar-
dless at t#t birds-we've-found
- if any.
I always know that you
know where I din in heavy
cover. You are careful to let
me know your whereabouts as
well - and I have never, not
once, looked down the end of
your gun barrel. Nor do I ever
expect- to.
• When the clay is over and the
guns are put away, you show
me that .your gun is empty.
You knoit when to drink, how
much and when not to.
You never complain about
being too hot or too cold or too
tired - unless you think I
might feel the need of leaving
early, and somehow you make
it easy then for me to say
"let's go." If you think I'm
just plain tired, you say you
are and suggest we sit and
smoke-v-15We and ease The-
dogs.
You always seem most
pleased when I've had some
sort of outstanding day. You
never forget the few things
I've done more or less well
and tend to say "barely all
right" about yourself, when in
all fairness it was often just
the other way around.
It seems you piek and clean
more than your share of the
birds -- and then (fifer the
most and choicest to the rest
of us.
You manage to keep the
camp cheerful, claim you like
to cook and wash and dry as
well as make sure of the wood
supply.
And somehow everywhere I
go you're there. You turned up
Fa!
my Texas bunkie who helped
me do my whitetail buck in
half the time and twice as well
as I'd have clumsied it
through all alone.
I remember the time you
gave me a stand that "wasn't
very special," when .we
gunned an Arizona shenflower
field for doves - and then you
marked my birds and qtrit
when I had gone the limit even
though your gunning day was
far, far less than you deser-
ved.
We met in Pennsylvainia
gunning grouse, and somehow
you put me just so behind your
soft-footed little setter where I
got the kind of shots that even
I can make.
You marked my singles
down in waist-high South
Carolina broom and never
failed to say "nice shot" when
I took one bird where I think
you might have taken two.
I remember how well you
called the pintails in that Utah
lake and how you let me take
first shots at swinging honkers
on the Eastern ,Shore.
Sometimes I've called you
Tex, or Billy Joe or Little Jim
or Pat. No matter now -- like
the outdoors gentleman you
are - names don't mean a
thing. I know we'll meet up
again this. fall, and I'll be all
the richer for it.
You'll be the man who
remembers to bring a
flashlight, an extra sweater
and that I like my coffei
black. And just in case I never
said it to your face before,
you're as big a reason as
know to spend a day outdoors.
You make the days seem all
too short and too few and far
between, my treasured frierid
You are everything that puts
real meaning in that simple
phrase: "a Sportsman "
Provided as a public service
by The National Shooting
Sports Foundation.
— - -
giskin Kolors By MeatyAsSkii
'trom Kawasakis to Kenworths 
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IF - A picture is worth a thousand words, so they say. This tells the story. Richie Richardson
(30) of the Tigers puts up a long shot from the comer with only seconds left isi overtime while
Curtis Porker (41) of Christian County defends. The shot fell off. Watch the reaction of the
crowd in the background.
(Staff Photos by Mite Broalloa)
San Francisco Continues
Powerful Christian Count4akes 74-73 Overtime Win
Tigers Fall Sh rt In
BidTQVpspt Colonels
By MIKE BRANDON with 1:57 left in the overtime. ballclub," Miller rd. Midway through the fourth the 
loss and will play at
Ledger & Times Sports Editor But Christian County roared "We‘expeeted to come don...W.41,.0d. a bucket by junior 
wi 
Marshall County Tuesday --
"We weren:t awed by them: back-with five- points in suc- here and doe good job. We felt wo horse Frank Gilliam 
., ---.-,---.
before traveling to Hickman
we came to play ball," said cession- and with 61 seconds we could win against-them on gave Murray High a 62-56 
,.
County- next Fr
Cary Miller. Perry again hit from the. gave up. When there's hope, minutes, the :l r Tthi;erf-steitclit :wen; 
iday co_la rn-
Awed? outside to whittle- the-margin there's a way. Twice, it looked score while the Colonels put -
sepleasote the road schedule for theMurray High basketball coach left,„ The Colonels led 7249. their own court. We never
If anyone was awed, it to one but with 32 seconds left, like we were out of it but we . seven points on the board to go • fg ft—ptwould have had to be All-Stater Mike Reese notched kept coming at them," Miller up 6342, which set the stage facnush : .. . 4 0. 0
for the -comeback, capped by nudaPeth 6 2 5
Christian 'County. ,The Tigers two free throws and the added.
Colonels in a game played , Christian County took over, Perry's 15 paced the Tigers riaeat,ri '' 
csiinton:,.... . ' 4 1 2
9 3 4
lost Friday night 74-73 in. Colonels led 74-71. the.' jumper by Sims at the 5 2 3, Early in the game, the 
3 2 4
with unbelievable aggression. 
Richardson  overtime to the powerful The' Tigers lost the ball and Tigers came at the Colonels - horn. 1 1
chd.i.
It will go down in the- record 
-si-before- -a -large creettv -Ft seemingly having the • win In the first two minutes, while Hudspeth added 14 Ton" 11 19'Hopkirisville —. -iced. But with 22 -seeonds- Murray- held a -teaa.-or-m- points and Sims-12,-'-For- the-- 
c....„
•
showing on the .,clock, the But the Colonels battled Colonels, All-Stater Curtis
- - The Colonels came into and back" at the midcourt secutive points to take over added 16 to lead the five-man, Reese 
fg ft pf tpbooks as. a loss. But... Colonels were called for "over back and ran off 12 con- Parker had 20 while Reese pato./ 
_.,--414 al one time, werg-Xanked-•-• --Brett- liatcalist4""""L-Derilvd*--- ''' . ' -NudePfelt -iPerfreb°ItndEy had 10 .-13-tre - ''''
as high assecond in thi-stale. with 17 seconds left and hit two for Murray while 
10 0 4 20
6 4 4 16
6 2 0 14
05 31 03 131
the game with a 12-3. record stripe. the lead. At the end of the first twin figure Zick. 
Davie 
and McHugh seven.. 
McCarnbsol., 
In the second frame, senior 
-- _s_ _ a --2 1. -
the -TigdIrs. -fac-Hugh, who 
32 10 13 74
guard Bill Mcilugh carried
The Tigers fall- to 10-3
They lost to powerful Union free throws to make it 74-73.
County, they lost in the Then_ with _13 seconda..1e1t,..
Louisville rnvititia-rarand Perry *led Reese.
they had a loss at the Ashland Reese missed the front side
Invitational. • of the bonus, Perry got the
- In all honesty, the game rebound and the Tigers
was not supposed to be that marched downcourt.
close. Afterall, it was on the With six seconds 'left, the
Coloners homecourt where a Colonels knocked the ball out
win by an opponent is about as and- Murray was awarded
frequent as a pay-cut for possession under their own
congressmen. • . basket. _ , _
In. every way but the out- • "We wanted -to get the ball
come, Murray High beat to Sims or Perry," Miller said.
-Christian County, • But Sims and Perry weren't
The, Tigers held a corn- -.open and the ,ball went to
manding 44-34 lead in the senior. guard Richie
rebound department. And Richardson who fired up an 18-
though neither team was what looter from the right corner.
you might label as exactly hots The ball fell short_ and that
from the field, the TigerS - was the game.
Colonek Murray "We played a pretty- geed
hit or) 31 of 67 from the floor balrgame and -of course, we
while Christian County con- !Hayed against a pretty good
nected on 32 of 74.
Twice in the game, theWinning Ways Friday Night --- -gen '34'te't"tnt: ftlit yet-- once they came back o force
the game into overtime and in- 
the waning seconds of the,By ERIC PHEW ITT tains 64-62 winners over Hamblin' Wreck. extra three-roinute period, theAP Sports Writer • __Loyola. In other college basketball Tigers even had a chance toSAN FRANCISCO (AP) - In the Pacific-8, Oregon action, Tony Robertson scored snatch victory from the. jawsAn influential old grad, K.C. State made its record 4-2 as 21 points in the second half to of defeat.Jones, took a first look at this Rocky Lee scored a season- - lead West -Virginia to a 91-70 With 30 seconds left inyear's University ,, of San high 30 points in a 79-63 win victory over Massachusetts; regulation play rid the Tigers-Francisco -.basketball team over California. Oregon broke Cornell beat Harvard 71-61 as ' down 64-63, senior guardand proclaimed, "Their of- a four-game losing string by Bernard Vaughn scored 22 Raymond Sims was called forfensive power would_ scare -downing visiting _Stanford 73- points; Juan Mitchell and walkinr!,. • .anybody." • - . 48 with Ernie Kent's 18 points Rickie Free combined for 41 On a 1 astbreak, David• . He added, as the top-ranked - high for the winning pucks. points to power Columbia past - MeCombs of the Colonels had-Dons were 'rolling to a 103-77 Boynes started Friday night Dartmouth 84-61 and Frank an easy shot under the bucketvictory over St. Mary's Friday in place of senior . Marlon Sowiriski and Bob Roma He missed. Lindsey Hudspethnight, "They're a little slow, Redmond, given a, One-night. scored 16- points each to lead snared The rebound and the.getting back dri defense." spot on the second team for Princeton to a 56-42 decision Tigers took a timeout with 16Jones,'who starred with Bill missing a' practice. Rod over Yale. seconds left.Russell on USF's national Williams made his first start Also, Chris Potter and Senior forward Andreachampionship teams of the in sev,ral Weeks and hit on Ronnie Perry teamed up for 52 Perry jacked _..ap a 10-footer:mid-1950s, is assistant coach eight of 12 shots from his points as Holy Cross breezed with eight seconds left and. .the National Basketball . guard position and con- past Colgate 114-82; Kevin missed the shot. Op the:- A estiei,af  ion's Milwaukee- tributed nine assists. He and 8- McDonald tied the score with rebound battle, Hudspeth was.Bucks and was scouting talent _11 Bill Cartwright scored 16 two baskets in the final 90 called for a personal foul.•Friday night. ., points each, followed by 64 seconds of regulation play and That sent McCombs, to the7 "I like that kid (Winford) James Hardy who had 15 Tim Smith scored 11 points in line with five seconds left. HisBoynes. He knows the game," points and a game high 14 overtime to lift Penn' over first shot fell in but his secondthe former NBA star said. . rebounds. Brown 69-59; Gerald Hartnett .shot came off in the hands_of.-- Boynes, the 6-foot-5 - In --tne - only pther game Se-ored 26 points as Wisconsin- Hudspeth who fired the ball- - sophomore; made 11 of 18 field involving a ranked team Milwaukee edged Centenary downcourt.goal attempts and totaled 25 Friday night, No. 13 North 75-74 and George Johnson Sims took the ball to the left- points., It was his best showing -Carolina defeated . Georgia poured in 28 points to lead keyhole,-stopped and fired -up.several weeks. - .' Tech 98,74. The contest, C.W. Post to an 81-67 victory a 23-footer that hit nothing but- Nevada-Reno fell 71-69 at -- opener of the annual North- over Long Island University. net as the buzzer sounded and' -, Santa Clara, beaten by South doubleheader in the the game went into overtime.: Londale Theus" last-second, Charlotte Coliseum, preceded Sims' shot was the first time' 18-foot jurnp shot. Another. North Carolina State's 98-91
'
k
MEET MR. REESE-Mike Reese (33), an All-Stater from
•:: Christian County, blocks a shot put up by Lindsey Hudspeth of
the Tigers, however, Reese was called for o foul on the play. In
the background on BIB McHugh of the Tigers and All-Stater
Curtis Porker of the Colonels.
points On the board, Perry hit foot h(fit to-make the Chief- leading the Tar Heels over the, lead after two rounds of the
GOLF
WCAC game went down to the victory over Furman. HONOLULU - Don 
the Tigers came back from the
buzzer, with Seattle's Walter Davis scored a January fired an eight-under- 
dead.
Suther_tassing in a 28- season-kigh - 17 points in Par 84 to grab a one-strbke 
After each team had put two
from 10 feet out on the right$240,000 Hawaiian Open.
side and Murray went up 69-67
TOUGH GUARDS- Raymond Sims (10) of the Tigers puts up
an offensive rebound for two points as 6-4 Kew/ Hart (SS)
gots flying high. Watching the action is Bill McHugh (23) of the
Tigers who hod eight points in the game, all on offensive
rebounds.
scored only eight points in the
game, got all Of those points in
the first half. And the 5-11
speedster got all of those eight
points off offensive rebounds.
At one point in the second
period, the Colonels led 31-20
before Andrea Perry came off
the bench late in the ,period
and went on a tear on the
offensive boards.
With 2:04 left in the half, the
Tigers trailed 33-26. ButPerry
hit for four points and Sims hit
a fastbreak layup and at in-
termission, the Tigers trailed
by only a point at 33-32.
Five times, in the third
period; the scare was tied
before- the COlonet3 took
command at 52-49 going' into
the fourth quarter
PREPARE FOR LANDING-Brett Harcourt of the Tillers took a











Murray High 18 14 17 16 8-73
aviation Co 18 15 19 13 9-74
Fern Terrace Gazette
1505 Stadium View Drive
Murray, Kentucky
Ph. 753-7109
Editor, La Verne Tapp
We at Fern Terrace have all survived the flu &
snow. Our residents enjoyed_ watching the snow
but as all of us are getting tired of it and looking
forward to some warm weather. We all thank
God, that we haven't had the bad weather that
other states have had and we hope & pray for
the safety of other people looarrountry. "-
We'svish a Happy Birthday to:
Vallie-Hall, Bun .Ray, Winnie O'Leary, Lillie
Moody, Mor4oret Hicks, Jule Kaplan, Lois
Williams, Bully Ledford, Bertha Jones and
LoWel Copeland.
We want to welcome to our Fern Terrace
Family Gilford Simmons, Earnest Roberts, Ed-
mona McCuiston, Hurschel Key and Albert
Dowdy.
Joke for the week
They say to pay your taxes with a grin, but cash
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CAREER HIGH-Glen Olive (33) of the Laker: scored a career-high 16 points Friday as Calloway
raced to an easy win over Farmington in the Laker Homecoming. The win gives Calloway a 13-8
season record.
:Staff Nieto% by Barry Drawl
January Plays Near-Perfect
Round; Nicklaus, Watson Fall
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
HONOLULU (AP) -- Old
pro Don January got his game
in gear. New sensation Tom
Watson got his string snapped.
Antf Jack Nicklaus got down
theroad.
"A helluva round for me,"
chortled the 47-year-old
January after he had played
an almost errorless, eight-
under-par 64 that stake4:1*n
to the second-round , lead
Friday in the 92'04,000
Itatiallan .Open Golf Tettr-the cut for only the second
nament tithe  in six, years, he had an
But while January mastered opportunity for an early get-
the gusty Trade Winds that away. Nicklaus had a par 72 in
rustled the palms that dotted the warm, sunny weather and,
the 7,234-yard Waialae at 145, was one stroke over the
Country Club course, Watson cutoff figure.
and Nicklaus came to grief on Also failing to qualify for the
the tropical layout huddled final two rounds was a line-up
under the shoulder of that included PGA champion
Diamond Head. Dave Stockton and four of the
"My driving was off," said
Watson, a record-setting
winner in each of his last two
starts. He could do -no better,
than a two-over-par 74 that
snapped his string of subpar
rounds at 10 and left him a
distant seven strokes back of
January at 142.
Nicklaus said nothing at all.
He simply started checking
airline schedules for a_
business trip to Australia. He
was scheduled to leave on
Sunday.- But now, a Victim of
SCOTT DRUG
1205 Chestnut Street
Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs
Open 12:00 Noon Til 6 P. M.
IC==.1101711=D1
game's $1 million winners-
Johnny Miller, Tom Weiskopf,
Billy Casper andGene Littler.
January, who once retired
from golf then returned in his
40s to play the best of his life,
had a remarkable effort. He
Inis.sed only one green, didn't
make a bogey and didn't have
a "5" on his card as he
composed a two-round total of
135, nine under. - -
He had to have it to hold off
former Hawaiian Open winner
Grier Jones and Japanese star
Takashi Muraltami, tied for
second  at 136. Jones birdied
his first•five holes on the *ay
to another 64 and Murakami
thrilled the scores of Japanese
newsmen and television
personnel who are beaming
coverage of this event back to
Japan. He had 10 birdies and a
tournament record-matching,
nine-under-par 63.
Bruce Lietzke and Fuzey
Zoeller -followed at 137,
Lietzke with a 70 and Zoeller
with a 65. Lee Elder was alone




By BARELY  WILLIAM DREW
Ledger & Times Staff Wqjter
Friday night was
Homecoming at Calloway
County High School as thiS
year's Lakers entertained the
returning "old grads" along
with the Farmington High 
SchoolWildcats. The Wildcats
probably wish they had
misse4 the party.
Enjoying fullcourt pressure,
super running, more steals
than Jessee James robbed
- banks and 'the cheers of a
partisan crowd, the Lakers
put thelfildcats in the cage as
they 'blasted Farmington 95-41
to recor'd their 13th win of the
season.
"What you are really afraid
Of In a Homecoming game is
that it might backfire on you,"
Laker coach Robert Slone
said. "We- worked hard all
week. and tried to keep the
players aware of the fact that
someone could sneak up op
them and we didn't want
anything like that for
Lanier Pops 40 Points To
Lead Detroit Over Nuggets Pmnts between them
/
By The Associated Press
Brothers don't always
agree, but when it comes to
Bob Lanier 'there can be no
argiunent r
_ Both. Detroit Coach Herb
and Denver's Larry
Brown were -in complete
unison after watching- ,the
Pistons' center put on an all-
star performance Friday
night:
"Bob is the most complete
_ center in basketball," said
Herb Brown after Lanier
scored 40 points, collected 21
rebohnds, blocked nine shots
and handed out five assists in'
a 124-111 Detroit vietory over
the Nuggets.
Scoring 26 points in ibe first
half,- Lanier led the Pistons to
a 68-46 lead at intermission.
When the Nuggets made a late
rally in the second half, Lanier
helped beat them back at he
dominated all facets of the
game.
• In other NBA action,
Cleveland defeated Kansas
City 102401; Boston nipped
Los Angeles-99-98; the New
York Nets edged PhiladelOia
-11-Al2;4GoTden State whipped
Phoenix • 109-106 and
Washington beat Seattle 109-
- 106. The Indiana-Buffalo game
was postponed by bad
weather.
Cavaliers 102, Kings 101
Austin Carr Scored a
season-high 29 points, in-
thrdinr" two crucial free
throws with eight seconds left,
to lead Clevelander Kansas
wewnan, sanktwo o shots
with eight seconds remaining
to give the Cavaliers a 102-99
Lead.
Celtics 99, Lakers 98
Bostbn held on in a furious
fourth-period duel to edge Los
Angeles as Kareem Abdul-
Jabber missed one of two free
throws with six seconds left.
Abdul-Jabbar deadlocked the
-score 97-97 with two free
throws after Boston center
Dave Cowens fouled out with-
37 seconds to go.--
Then, with 17 seconds left,
JoJo White, in a bonus
situation, missed his first free
throw, but made the next two.
Abdul-Jabbar, .who led all
scorers •.-iith 33 points,' was
 eceivedwpaSs-lif
pdsition for his famed sky.
hook. Given two free throws;
he Missed the first and made




Banto_ni scored 32 points,
including two game-winning
free throws, as the 'New York
Nets overcame a 15-point
Kentucky Scores
W llopkiXis 68, Livingston Central 67
Durrett 84, Waggener 63
Cumberland 65, Bell Co. 56
E .ILardin 91. comeaeusvale 66
Edmonson Co. 67, Franklin Simpson 57 .
Glasgow 76, Adair Co. 46 -
Lynch 76, Ev arts 63 • 
Lynn Camp 64, Jackson Co. 51- -
-Paducah Tilghman U, Heath 44
Richmond Model 73, Llniv.Breckinridge
56
Taylorsville144, Evangel 84
Cumberland Co. 81, Warren Central 75
Gainaliel 66, Adairsville 57
Tompkinsville 77, Green Co. 56
Bethlehem 59, Portiand.Christian 54
Seneca 74, Stuart 68
Doss 57, Wales 54 0111
Daviess Co. 67, McLean Co. 65
Dawson Springs 94, Univ.Heights 26
Greenville 89, Muhlenberg Central 71
Maysville St. Patrick 67, Nicholas Co 97
Todd Co. Central 63, Drakesboro 57
Washington Co. 63, Ft.Knox 57
Wayne Co. 73, Johnson Central 65
Christian Co. 74, Murray 73 OT:
Central 115, Russell Co. 63
Fa i rdale 67, Butler 66
Shawnee 72, Atherton 69
Berea 96, Shopville 77
Bullitt Central 64,-Eminence 53
Shelby Co 88. Moore 64
Clay Co. 611, Laurel-Co. 66
Butler Co. 83, Lewisburg 61
Allen Central 62, Prestonsburg 53
Caldwell Co. 102, Lyon Co 66
Breathitt Co: 63, Hazard 60
Mayfield 74, Ballard Co 62
Monticello 66, Rockcastle Co 53
--Knot3-Centrid-90,-Qad414441----
Ahrens 65, Trinity 63
Eastern 75, Westport 60
Bremen 72, Graham 71
St. Mary 53, lliclanan Co 40
Sedalia 75, Fulton 50
Calloway Co. 95, Farmington 41
Wolfe Co. 73, Johnson Central 65
Elizabethtown 71, LaRue Co, 54
Corbin 69, Harlan 47
Bath Co. 76, Fleming Co. 52
Jeffersontovm 70, Oldham Co. 61
N.Hardin 85, W. Hardin 77
Fleming-Neon 59, Whttesburg 53
symsonia 75, Fteidland 61
Lowes 77, Fancy Farm 50
Henderson co. 124, Providence 55
Lowes 54, Fancy Farm 37
Prestonsburg 71, Allen Central 56
Sheldon Clark 34, Betsy Layne 31
Bowling Green 59, Warren East 58 20T
Corbin 60, Harlan 21
Carlisle Co. 48, Marshall Co 38
Paducah llIghrnan 55, Heath 39
INGLEWOOD, Calif. - Clark Co. 59, Lee Co. 46 Valley 57, Southern 19
i Fairview 63, 1Raceland 42 * Clark Co. 61, Bath Co. 50Rosalyn Bryant smashed the 1 Fern Creek 63, Bishop Dravid 55 • Simon Kenton 69, Erlanger Lloyd 22
world record in the 500 meter Iroquois 79, Thomas Jefferson 62 Western 63. Pleasuie Ftidge Park 57
Staavier 42, manual 41 Henry Co_ 54, Williamstown 30with a time of 1 minute 11.8 W4atern 55, Pleasure Ridge Park S3 Bardstown 55, Western Anderson 36
__sec_ond c _wipinfr„ aut., t he Bardstown 72, Hart Co. 57 C./4Y CO, 64, Breathitt Co. 59
. Nelson Co. $3, Wariaiito, S7 - Jackson Co. 11, Lynn Carn4531
. , previous mark of 1:12.1 set by solyersville 83, Jackson 69 ' Nelson Co. 65:Bardstown 39
-Brenda Walsh of Canada in virgiess. Eichorn Qty 69 Ohio Co. 61, Onion Co. 57
Jeffersonville, Ind. 57, Ballard 55 - S.Hopkins 54, Ft.Campbell 491972. ' .Erlanger Lloyd 54, Simon Kenton 23 Gamaliel 66, Adairville 29
Beechwood 56, St.Henry's 55 Apollo 73, Mt.St.Joseph 27-
Campbell Co. 74, DaYton 61 Williamsburg 51, lane Jack 40
Silver Grove 100, Latin 41 Knox Central 59, Pineville 54 • -
Conner 95, Ludlow 74 Atherton 89..Shavmee 314 ." -







(Next Door To Wholesale Electric)
Come By And See Our
New Shop Facilities
We feel this move will
allow us to give you
Better and faster Service.
Be Sure To Watch For The Opening Of
Murray Supply's Lawn & Garden Center
-Always Plenty Of Free Parking- FUTRELL ON THE ORME-Tommy Futrell of the Lakers gets
two of his 18 points as he soils in past a Farmington defender.
The talkers coasted to an easy 95-41 Homecoming win
shots with 19 seconds
remaining and Robert parish
'added two more eigh‘seconds_
later to give Golden State its
victory over Phoenix. Phoenix
had pulled to 105-104 when
Barry sank his two free,
throws. The Suns were within
-one point, 107-106, when
Parish came through.
Bullets 109, SuperSonics 106 4
Elvin Hayes scored 32 points
and grabbed 19 rebounds to
Arad WItstdirgton over-Se:MI .
Hayes' basket gave the
Ballets their biggest lead, 101-
91, with 3:28 left to 'play;
Seattle battled back behind
Dean Tolson's seven mints to
trail 107-104 with 39 seconds to
got-
However, Phil Chenier
followed with two free throws
to kill the drive as Washington. .
laSt garDPC 
deficit to defeat Philadelphia.
Bantom's foul shots with 10
seconds-left snapped the Nets'
nine-game losing streak on the
road.
:Warriors 
Hoineconiing." 42 points at 74-32.
Obviously the young Lakers By this time the stands were
• got the message.. - already beginning to ring with
show their  
asuswloiwichfiaryst -afenwd
minutes: the takers began to . we want a hundred" -as the
the cry "We want one hundred,
fans begged the Lakers to give ..
with four minutes left- in the - Iffern 1Wmagic century 'mark: •-
the-n°' fans didn't get. Slone swept
first quarter they.hldth That was, just about all the
hope in sight. the bench in the fourth
Tommy Futrell and Glen quarter, playing 10 deep, and
Dale Olive accounted for most the score continued to mount.
of the scoring in the franticg Calloway hit.another cold
first quarter by producing 16 spell in the fourth quarter with
four starters on the bench but
lt  Cea-erl4c:waatythsittiir4ng onquatorterp of as the salYLa'kearsfinghtnetteri-anoatti: 
--
saw
Mcoamrcforlrabrineelltealdedat off e 44f 2m1ingc;oints21-°9u. t scoring 
Far-
second quarter with two from - At the final buzzer the
sth:itr tafieldastheiIL:lt,ime pothtsaker machine theLakitunnaders Wok tZdcWili:96;41!_ver
- on the arcl-.--And the points
.. 
Farmington appeared to be
came fast.
Four notes deep in- the 
completely
shckanwdhied was never thea
second quarter the takers had threat during the game. The
pu-shed the lead out to 35-TO. In Lakers completely dominated
the final four minutes
Calloway outscored the 'Cats
14-4 and took a 49-14 cushion to
the locker room at the half.
"We had a tendency to boa
little sloppy about our passing
in the first half and we ween't
as sharp as we could have
been" Slone said "But in
play most of the way.
"This is a young. Far-
mington team,"' Slone said.
"We had a good night,
although we made mistakes
and got cold atiimes. Our kids
were forcing shots and that is
another problem that you are
, up against in this type of a run-
e......sunaing.gameit.i.t..hard le run and_gun game. .
your regular offense. there -I *eis ebpecially pleased - -
just isn't time to set up when with young Mr. Olive. He had
-.Wu. are on a break. Our 26 points and was the leading
executiodieas a little off, but I scorer in the game. Glenn
was pleased with the overall
team effort." I 
Dale has really come on for us
in the last two games and he
--hidrivith-4-1 slight ley-Tweeze season for us here tonight."
Calloway started the second  iltayed_his_best igame__44he__
baniwyithiningg obnuttheconild buats- Saturday night will find the
wtheerye ,Slone continued. .
added 25 points to the score. Lakers in Paducah looking for
win umber 14 as ..the,Y-lacze--Time ran out in the third„,,_
- ltItlartft with the tAlters iiP 14 iough Paducah Tilghman at
home.
EASY TWO-Mike Wells (45) of the Laker: gets on easy two
points as he floats through the lane and under post two Far-
mington defenders. In the background is Laker teammate
Ricky Garland (53)•
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1 0 0 2
7 2 3 16
41 0 3 62
244
1
   08
.0 5.3 
15 41 17 41
24 25 21-95
6 - 813 9-41
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sebscriliers who bays net
vecei red their home -delivered
ceps of The Mena, ladles L
Times by 330p. IR. Ideaday-
Fsidas siv by 3:30p. va. ea Sates
lays ere wiped to call 753-1916
bermes 5:30 p. at. soil p. a.,
My-.y 333 p. a.
end 4 p. is. Setoriloys, to awes
delivery slob. newspaper Calls
west be placed by 6 p ve week




The dishwasheylcosts little to operate. But in these daysof rising
prices, it pays lo save a penny wherever possible. Here are a
couple of Ways to sal-,e money when you wash dishes.
1. Whether you wash a single spoon or a full service kg eight, your dishwasher
uses about the sarne amount of hot water and electricity. So after each meal,
store dirty dishes in the washer and use the rinse-and-hold setting, if your dish-
washer has one. Use the full=wash cycle only when there is a full load.
2. .Use dishwasher detergent only. Laundry detergents and those formulated
for washing dishes by hand are too weak and too sudsy. They can result in dirty
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Cleanup Campaigns Rate High In Special Programsi Projects
Statewide cleanup cam-
raigns and junk car removal
rated high in the 1976
achievements of , the state
special programs' division.
The beautification section of
the Kentucky Department for
Natural Resources and En-
vironmental Protection
conducted a statewide cleanup
campaign in April and Oc-
tober and provided assistante
to hundreds of communities
throughout the year.
For the junk' car Ternoval
program, 3,241 vehicles were
















20 Mast19 Harvest god- 
dess 21 Bakers _
20 Dirt . products














Awards were presented to
the McCracken County Rural
Fire Department for its junk
car removal program and to
the City • of David for
beautification at the Gover-
nor's Environmental Con-
ference in October, 1976. In
competition across the
country, Martin County was
recognized with the National
Clean County award and the
LAKE DATA
Kentucky _Lake, 7 a. m.
354.3, down O.+. •
Below dam 301.0, 003.
Sunset 5:5. Sunrise.6 :56.
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-\ I'VE SEEN CHAPS 5CE
PO A LOT FOR THEIR FORCE — FO5DICK -
f3LJT NE-VER E_,EEN   THEY <
NOTN CNC- LIKE n-lArry- RESPECT
Murray-Area Vocational
Education Center received an
award for distinguished public
service in a nationwide





awards to the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs,
Kentucky Girl and Boy Scout
Councils, and the Kentucky
Association of Distributive
Education Clubs of America.
Distribution of 3,000
brochures, 50,000 litterbags,
500 posters, 500 stickers, and
5,000 special handouts such as
keychains and bottlecaps was
made.
Pogrom is a Russian word
which originally meant storm.
Later it caine to mean any dev-
astation and finally the planned
devastation of helpless Jews by
government-led or government-
approved groups. Today the
term is used to mean the dev-




Glinda Jeffrey, Food Ser-
vices director for the Murray
City Schools, has released the
menus for the Tiinthrbans for—
the coming week. Each menu
is subject to change due to
weather conditions.
The menus are as follows:
CARTER ELMENTARY —
Monday — corn dogs, pinto
beans, pineapple, and cookie;
Tuesday — chicken, creamed
potatoes, green peas, rolls,
and jelly; Wednesday —
sloppy Joe, corn,- applesauce,
and cookie; Thursday —
hamburger, mixed fruit, pork
and beans, and cookie; Friday
— fish, french fries, slaw, and
cookie.
ROBERTSON
ELEMENTARY — Monday —
hot dogs, buttered potatoes,
pineapple, and cookie;
Tuesday — chicken, creamed
v---potatoes;green- peas -
and jelly; Wednesday —
sloppy joe, corn applesauce,
and cookie; Thursday —










browns, and cookie; Friday —
fish, french fries, slaw, and
cookie.
MURRAY MIDDLE -=
Monday — barbequed beef,
french fries; mixed fruit, and
cookie; Tuesday — pizza, -
Corn, fruit," jello, and cookie;
Wednesday — - chicken,
creamed potatoes, cranberry
sauce, rolls, butter, and jelly;
Thursday — tacos, lettuce,
tomatoes, cheese, pinto beans,
plums, and cookie; Friday —
chili, pimento cheese sand-
wich, carrot sticks, and apple.
French fries are served daily.
MURRAY HIGH — Monday
— barbequed chicken on bun
and cookie; Tuesday — pizza
and cookie; Wednesday —
turkey and - dressing, rolls,
butter, and jelly; Thursday —
tacos and chocolate, cake;
Friday — chili, pimento
cheese sandwich, and cookie.
Chef salads, hamburger line,
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The marketing research division
of the -Houston Chronicle has con-
ducted a study of the coverage
provided through television com-
mercials. The analysis concludes
that although the "viewership
scores alone. . . are respectable and
somewhat comparable to the levels
of recall of print ads," the high cost
of TV spotsdoes not Make Houston
TV commercial audiences cost-
efficient.
The study said that the data
collected shows that "because of TV
clutter, only the most expensive and
lavishly produced commercials are
remembered." Responses from
2,767 persons showed that of the 732
who were watching TV between the
hours of 5 and 7 p. m., 93 per cent
could recall the program they were
watching at the time they were
phoned by interviewers.
But just 22 per cent of the viewers
could recall something about the
commercial they had last seen
before the phone call. Sixteen per
cent recalled the brand and-or store
name mentioned in the last com-
mercial, and 17 per cent remem-
bered the action that had taken
place in the ad. Only 8 per cent of the
viewers could recall any other
commercial besides the last one
played. —
The Chronicle also measured how
many people were actually iden-
tifying the commercials correctly
and found that only 4 per cent of the
viewers correctly identified the last
commercial they had seen. "Also 53
per cent of the commercials men-
tioned were not even run in the half-
'hour time span measured, in-
dicating that the respondent had
misled or forgotten all the com-




A Newspaper Advertising Bureau
study says that eight out of 10
shoppers brought into a store by
newspaper advertising make some
kind of purchase. And they spend as
much on other goods as they do for
the advertised items, according to
the study, which was presented to
the 66th Annual Convention of the
National Retail Merchants
Association. 
The NAB measured the response
to advertising for seven items in
seven stores in major metro
markets in the U. S. and Canada.
The bureau reported that 60 per cent
of the customers shopping for -an
item the day after the store ran a
newspaper ad had seen the ad.
Among the customers attracted to
the store by newspaper ads, 60 per
cent bought the advertised item; 34
per cent bought the advertised item
plus some other merchandise in the
store; 21 per cent bought only other
merchandise, and 19 per cent bought
nothing.
Among all shoppers interviewed,
75 per cent said they had read a daily
newspaper "yesterday" Nearly
half said they watch for ads when
considering buying Something.
Newspaper advertising Pays dividends!
We'll help you design an effective
regular advertising program that
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Murray Business News Briefs
•
avW.
In National Wedding Photography Quarterly Competition
Woolley wins grand- first place awards
Wilson Woolley of
Murray, was named-Grand
Award Winner, as well as
First Award Winner in the
category _ cif -Photograph
Taken At Ceremony, in the
Fourth Quarter com-
petition of the 1976 In-
ternational Wedding
Photography Awards




winner, "Elissa," is an
available-light candid
portrait of the bride, taken
in her home before the
wedding. It is superbly
lighted with outstanding
composition, posing and
expression. It was made
for the wedding of Elissa
Carpenter and Jerry Epps
in Benton.
His First Award-winner,
"To Have and To Hold," is
a special-effects candid of
bride and groom at the
altar double-exposed with a
close-up of hands and
rings. It was taken at the
Fulton Methodist Church at
the May wedding of Pat
Jolley and William C.
Dorris.
Woolley, a former
Director of Photography at
Murray State University,
, operates a photography





last-nine years, 1500 of his
photographs have ap-
peared in photo stories -for
newspapers, wire services,
and national ,magazines.
He will compete with
"other quarterly winners for
1976 annual honors, - -in-
cluding cash prizes and the





is an association of wed-
ding photographers
throughout the United
States, Canada and other
countries. The competition
is being held to give
recognition to outstanding
wedding photographers
and to advance the art of
photography.
SAVE program set for B. F. Goodrich
A corporate-wide BF
Goodrich communications
program to alert its em-
ployees to the urgency or
the domestic energy crisis
and soaring fuel costs is
now in operation, ac-
cording to C. L. Woods,
manager of the Company's
BFG Chemical Plant.
The program; designated
SAVE, for Save America's
Valuable Energy, -"is
specifically designed to





The first of 'a continuing
series of planned SAVE
conununication alerts his
been mailed to the homes
of all BFG employees. The
first alert stresses the
decreasing availability of
newly all forms of usable
energy, emphasizes the
spiraling costs being in-




Woods said that while the
Company has long prac-
, si irrn Cri flrl en el wear, iiireeet
841111 NOTES
The study and collection
• of rare old banknotes is
called "notaphily."
Early paper money is
often of historical in-
terest as well as
• beautiful exarnples of
• the engraver's art. It is
an excellent field for
• collectors.
If you buy a rare old bill, you may wish to
pay for it with a check. Open a checking












energy costs has made
conservation, as well as
more productive uses of
fuel, of primary im-
portance.
"Today, the task of
obtaining greater, more
productive yields from our
available energy resources





"The price we, as in-
dividuals, pay for energy
has risen significantly in
the past several years a
fact quite evident in the
purchase of gasoline and
the costs required tclhoat
our homes. From a
Company standpoint, the
cost of energy has in-
creased 132.3 per cent, or




executive said that while
Goodrich is a major In-
dustrial user of various
amounts of natural gas, oil,




products made from petro-
chemical feedstocks. These
feedstocks, already in
, short supply, are expected
to become even more
scarce, and consequently,
more costly to employ.
"The real measure of
success of the SAVE
program will be realized
through the positive
response and corrective
action taken by individual
employees to remedy a
situation that can hurt our
jobs, our families and our
nation," Woods said.
Bob Billington, CPO) Edwin Cain, contractor
MI types of business insure with The Murray Insurance Agency. Each business is dif-
ferent. Each business has its own unique requirements. We have the ability to design
programs to fit each individuar business need. Kindly give us a call and let us show you
what we can do for you and your business.
ALL TYPES OF BUSINESS INSURE WITH.
The Murray -
Insurance Agenc
PROVIDING MURRAY'S 140ST COMPLETE
PERSONAL AND 1USINESS
1' INSURANCE SiRVICE
Bel-Air Center Telephone 753-4751
Energy problem is, in reality, a problem of jobs, quality of life
The nations energy
problem is, in reality, a
jobs, income, quality of life
and personal freedom
problem, Randall Meyer,
Fxsnn USA President, said
recently.
Speaking before the
Economic Club of Mem-
phis, Meyer said that,
unfortunately, the energy
problem is still not per-
ceived in this manner
because it has not been
expressed in those terms.
"But there is, in fact, a
_very close relationship
between energy and the
economy," he pointed out.
Meyer said that, in broad
tyems, the solution to the declared. "The basic
nation's energy problem reason we have this
can be characterized as capability is because our
consisting of ' "twin substantial energy
economic imperatives: one resource base in a variety
of providing sufficient of fuels. . -
additional energy to "What we cannot do is to
support economic growth delay those near-term
decisions on coal
development, nuclear
development, oil and gas
development, and con-
servation while we
and the other to develop
new domestic energy
supplies and thereby
reduce our dependency on
foreign sources.
"I believe this country speculate on when solar or
has the 4pability of ac- fusion will be available in
cornplishing these ob- sigrdicant quantities„" he
}actives in an orderly said. -If we don't develop
fashion if we make the our conventional resources
required difficult decisions in the near-term, we aren't
in a timely manner," he going to be able to sustain a
New service company formed
to operate BankAmericard operations




credit card programs for
their customers in a five-




Inc., will provide' joint
freeessing and operational -
services for banks wishing
to issue the Bank-
Americard within a
common system. The new
service will go into effect
by the end of January and
will be available to all
southern Illinois and
western Kentucky
President of the new
company is Charles A.
Elfrank, senior vice
president of Mercantile
Trust Company, St. Louis.
Initial members of the
system at start-up include
Boatmen's- National Batik
-of St. LouiS:--Cillien's
National Bank of Greater
St. Louis; Charter Bank of
Overland, Mo.; Mercantile




banks throughout the Springfield, Mo ; Bremen
service area that includes Bank and Trust Co., St.
Missouri, Kansas, Iowa, Louis; Litchfield Illinois)
Begley drug executive appointed to task force
membership are over 350 of
the major suppliers of
goods and services to the
chain drug industry.
Radio Shack Sells First
40-Channel CB In U.S.
GUAM, U.S.A. — Radio
Shack, the nationwide
electronics store chain,
claimed the honor of
Donald R. Snyder, having sold the first FCC
secretary and treasurer of type-accepted 40-chirmel
Begley Drug Company, citizens band radio in the
Richmond, Kentucky, has U.S. on January 1, 1977, the
been appointed by the first day such radios were
National Association of permitted to be sold to the
Chain Drug Stores public.
NACDS ) to serve on a task The sale was made by
forc studying design and Chick L. Whitfield, owner
specifications for elec- of the Radio Shack
tronic cash registers dealership in Tamuning,
specifically for drug store Guam at 12:01 a.m.,
chains, thirteen, hours before
The legal procedures and midnight in the continental
records involved with the United States. Gliam,
dispensing of prescription "where America's day
drugs, plus the wide begins," is a U.S. territory.
variety of merchandise America's first legal 40-
typical of drug stores are channel CB owner is Fritz
unique in the retailing Heiss, maitre d' of the
industry-,,- making elec- Guam Hilton hotel. The
tronic cash registers sale was made in the
presently marketed, un- Hilton's fashionable
suitable for drug store Galleon Grille dining room
needs. during a New Years' Eve
The National Association Party. Nearly 500 people
of- Chain Drug -Stores, were in attendance. - •
based in Washington, D. C., Radio Shack, the nation's
represents over 320 chain leading vendor of CB
drug corporations radios, will be introducing
operating over 10,000 stores a complete line of new 40-
throughout the United channel CB sets this year
States, Canada, and under its world-famous
Mexico. Also included in its "Realistic" brand name.
National Bank; First
National Bank of Kansas
City; and Commerical




The new company will be
owned by its member
banks and . will provide
services that include
issuance of cards, retail
sales slip processing,
authorizations, security,





of course, is that all of the
riequired actions are
basically distasteful to
large segments of the
populace, and this is why I
am concerned about the
outcome," he said. "When
current Supplies are





It is anticipated that MCS
will negotiate a facilities
management contract with
Credit Systems In-
corporated — the St. Louis-
based operating Center for
Master Charge in the same
trade area — to provide
-many of the required
services. The way was -
cleared recently for in-
dividual banks to issue both
national bank. charge
cards, Master Charge and
BankArnericard.
Additional information
on the new service
organization can be ob-
tained by contacting
Monetary Card Services,
Inc., 220 South Jefferson
Avenue, St. Louis,
Missouri, 63103, or by
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102 N 4th 153-5397
West Ky Master
Charge volume sets
new records in 1976
Edited by
FRANK GONZALES
resources are in their best
interests. What we ob-
viously need to do is to
somehow demonstrate to
individuals that they have
a strong vested interest in
the achievement of the twin
imperatives in an orderly
fashion, We need to
generate the grass roots
support which is required
to make it possible for the
leaders of the country to
make the tough decisions
which are so urgently
needed."
He expressed hope that
needed actions will be
taken. "We have a new
President in the White
House, new leadership in
the House and Senate, and
many new members of
Congress," he pointed out.
"They have taken office
under some uncommonly
fortuitous circumstances.
And the most basic of
these, in my opinion, is a
much-improved outlook for
achieving a strong national
unity of _purpose." -
Home office deductions limited by new tax law
Taxpayers who intend to
claim expenses Tor using a
room at home as an office
for a deduction on their
1976 Federal income tax
return shoul& familiarize




The Tax Reform Act of
1976 now permits deduc-
tions for business use of a
home only if the part of the
home claimed is used
exclusively and regularly
for business. The room also
Master Charge car-




business during 1976, a 28
per cent increase over 1975.
The number of individual
transactions — retail
purchases and bank cash
advances — increased 19
per cent to over 29,000,000.
The new volume records
were reported by Credit
Systems _Incorporated, the
operating center for the
Master Charge program in




The biggest single month
was December's Christ-
mas period- when over
$99,000,000 was recorded.
This rePresented a 19 per
cent increase over the
same month last year.
More than 11,000 new
Master Charge merchants
joined the CSI system
during the year bringing
the total number of mer-
chant outlets to over 48,000.
At year-end there were 772
Master Charge banks in the
area, up from 709 at the
same time last year.
In the last five years,
Master Charge business in
the area has increased over
300 per cent.
, .
must be the self-employed
taxpayer's principal Apse_
of business, or used to meet
clients, customers or'
patients.
Employees can claim the
deduction only if they
maintain- - their office at
home for the convenience
of their employer and
satisfy the above
requirements.
The IRS also pointed out
that deductions for the
expenses of having an
office at home, such as




sioduced.M that _office.. -
The tax packages mailed
to taxpayers provide in-
formation op. dectycting
expenses for use of a home




Use of Your Home." Copies
of the free publication may
be obtained by writing
"Pub. 587" on the order
bank enclosed in tax
packages, or by contacting
the IR&.-
mr-
Murray gets fourth luxury theatre
Cine II joins Cine I, the
Cheri and the Capri giving
Murray its fourth luxury
theatre. Each, has rocking
chair comfort, big, wide,
vivid-color screens and
plenty of free parking.
Murray's theatre
.facilities are second to
none and are in the second
group following the major
metropolitan areas - in
release dates for major
films. .These lour theatres
not only give theatre goers
a good choice each night
but bring viewers from a
forty mile radius, many
having their evening meals
in the area.
In making the an-
nouncement, Tommy
Brown, manager of
Murray Theatres said that
Cine ll's projection room
features the first in-
stallation, nation-wide, of
the completely automated
Christie III Autowind film
handling device. This
device insures smooth
transition of the numerous
reels nt+eSiary for long
run pictures. John Hopkins











In spite of its shaky start,
the manbag (purse for
men is taking off again
Pit
•
MURRAY'S MOST COMPLETE OFFICE
OUTFITTERS AND SUPPLY STORE
gwin iates
OFFICE PRODUCTS, INC.

















.tpr, free visit and in-
ormation, 753-6881.
The Former Morris
• Grocery out 94 East is
ROW
: Jack's Grocery
New Flours - 6:30 a.m.
to 7:00p.m.






n Soil Heating Cable
A • • TnerrtioStadt6k4p
'4 Ventilated dome to
P. ad !emu
AalIable In two sizes






.who can identify the
person killing a German
Shepherd in the vicinity
s:of Dogwood and Glen-
'dale on TResday,
.:February 1. all 
7537546.
-




'Dixieland Center is your
Dirty Kids Headquar-
ters. The Bubble Bath
7. Finger Paints have
arrived! We have
shampoos, bubble bath
:and soap' for the kids.
Come see them.
FREE! FREE! Drawing





- - call 502436-8806.
pa YOU believe the Holy
is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
„plan for you? Call 753-
..0984. It is net a recor-
'ding. This it also our
„business phone.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
:,:copies. Made from any
-.:size into any size.
'Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
10 $2.40. Fast service.
-,:Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
;;trance.
HAIRCUT $1.00, Shave,
.! $.75, at Hornbuekle
Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
Street. Monday-
Thursday 7:30-11:30;
Friday & Saturday 7:30-
3:30. Appointment at
• home. Call if needed 753-.
• 3685.
3 Card Of Thanks
:THE FAMILY OF E.B.
▪ Brandon, would like to
express their sincere
thanks and appreciation
for the many kind ex-
pressions of love and
sympathy during the
reeent illness and death
of their father. A.special
thanks to the employees
of West View Nursing
Home, the doctors and
nurses and also friends
who provided food and
sent flowers.
The family.
5. Lost And Found
LOST BLACK billfold in
*!, front of Cine' Theatre.
Reward. Call 753-7827.
6 Help Wanted
• SELL HORSE related
:'. products. Experience






Inc. 303 South 4th. Call
753-1372. Contact Bob






envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
$10000 and more weekly
possible working Part




King, .liox 233 VM
Mantua, N. J. 08051.
OFFICE MANAGER -
need person willing to
assume full respon-




plicant should be able to
handle men, not afraid
to load a truck if
necessary. This is a job
with a future. Send
resume and salary
expected, P. 0. Box 998,
Paris, Tenn. 38242.
14 Want To But
WANTED: B-J Auto
Salvage. Junked and
' wrecked cars ntreded:
Call 527-1315 or 474-.8854.
HORSE DRAWN
VEHICLE. Buggy,
hack, wagon. Call 436-
2336 after 6 p. m.
WANTED - Live In
companion .for lady in
Paris area. Room and





body and fender tools.
Call 901-587-3578.
15. Articles For Sale
MAKE BEATEN down
carpet nap at dooridays
bright and fluffy again






WOOD FOR SALE. Call
after 6 p.m. 436-5828.
FABRIC FOR SALE at
504 South 8th Extended.




checks. Also cottons and
denims. 50 cents to $2.85
per yard. Notions half





Hickory and. oak. Call
.Iim fk Hudson, 437 -
TRACTOR DUALS. One
If you have 4
previous insurance
experience in the
past 3 years and
are now working





how you can make






working sales help with
personality plus. Must
be able to work mor-
nings or evenings. Send






is in need of help in
any Town or Village
near Paris Landing up
to 150 miles out or
within 75 miles of
Clarksville in Ky. or
Tenn. We will help you
get started. Call or















The Blueberry Patch in
Dixieland Shopping
Center is a real op-
portunity to sell name







14 Want To Buy
'COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
EMPLOYMENT
CHILD DEVELOPMENT COORDINATOR for
Parent and Child Center of Breckinridge and
Grayson Coun4es, Ky. with a master's degree in
early childhood and child development
education. Apply* Cleo Lowrey, Parent-Child
center, P. O. Bolt 63, Leitchfield, Ky. 42754. We
are an equal opportunity employer.
PUT IT IN THE
15' RUNABOUT BOAT, 55
horse power Evinrude
motor, and 15' cam-
per-sleeps four. To be
sold together-$1650 or
best offer. Contact












FREE-OVER 150 loads of
good dirt. Must haul.











buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 436-
2575.
4481.
pair 18.4 x 34 and tubes,
one pair 15.6 x 28 and
rims. 1971 Cutlass S.
14 ft. wood boat with 40
h.p. Evinrude motor,
and trailer. Call 753-
3935.
FOR SALE: 870 mag two




camper top, long wheel
base, $200. 10 x 10 Hi-
Low shag carpet and
'ad, $100. Antique brass







770 automatic flash unit.
New batteries, slave
trigger. $75. Call 527-
8591.
COUCH AND CHAIR.
Duncan Phyfe. Can be




sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.






KING SIZE water bed'
with pedestal frame,
new. Still under




500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
the purchase of every
upright. Rebuilt
vacuums starting at
$45.00. We rebuild your











345-2633 for Farin Fan
Dryers. Seven per cent
Pre-Season Discount
through February. _ •
FOR ALL YOUR tenting
needs. Call AAA Fence
Supply Co., 1 414 6865,
Paducah, Ky.
35 . MASSEY Ferguson.
1962 model with four
pieces of equipment.
Call 753-4366 after 5 p.
m.
NEED GRAIN SINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring. Agri-
Products has them. Call
753-2958.
20" ELECTRIC stove, 36"
'gas stoye, cciuch and
chair, bed, 'child's half
bed, freezer, radicr,-well
pump, 105,000 BTU gas
heater, wheel chair, 3-
15" radial tires, ceramic
•tile bell . rack, pool_ 
table, miscellaneous
odds and ends. Call 753-
4661.
CUSTOM MATTRESS.
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.








tape player and tapes
Call 753-6345.
RESPONSIBLE PARTY
wanted to take up small
monthly payment on
like new 25." Magnavox




C receiver. Brand new
and very cheap. $295
from $450. Call 767-4453.
TV SALE. Drive to cuba
and save. We have the





12 xIS 2 bedroom, bath,
living room and kitchen.
Call 75344)8.
1).1:1i11:14b
17 fisobile Home Sales 43 Rell





dition. Electric. $80 for
single, $85 for couple.
Call 753-8216
TWO BEDROOM all
electric. $90 per month.
Call 489-2595.
2 BR 10 x 50, on private
lot. Approximately 2





bedroom, all electric. In
Blood River area. $60
month. Call 436-2427.
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
- rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280. "
3: .0%, "• To Rent
WANT TO RENT or
lease. Tobacco and




32 ilOdr'ri',.r,s For Rent




month. All utilities plus




-2 -people. Call 7534575.
FURNISHED APART-




- -Street, 753-6809.- -
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished brick. $150 a
"month. Near campus.
Call 753-7698 between 5-7
D. m. M-F.







ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436-
2510
34. Houses For Rent
HOUSE IN THE country.
Four rooms and bath.
Refrigerator and stove.
Also 10 pigs for sale. Call
753-0169.
36 For Rent Or lease
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.
Call Dal Boyd, 1-247-
2833.
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881
37 Livestock Supplies
GILTS AND 2 sows with
pigs for sale. Call 435-
4503.
CROSS BRED boars and
1974 12 x 65 mobile home- gilts. Also corn fed
Three bedroom, 1 and 31 slaughter hogs and steer
bath. On 90 x 180 lot. Call calves. Call 753-9390.
753-6346: - _ _
12 x 70 1974 NEW MOON.
436-5560.Two bedrooms, 1 and 31
baths, all electric. Call
753-4548 after 5 p.m.
1974 BAYWOOD trailer 24
x 52, 3 bedroom, 2 bath
arid lot. $14,000. Call 753-
5031.
1973 GLENBROOK 12 x 64
with 8 x 10 tip out, 2
bedrooms, bath and 33,
carpet, patio, doors with
7 x 15 patio and roof,
central air ead gas heat
on shady I acre lot with
well. Call 753-6916.
NICE MOBILE HOME 12
x.61, 2 bedroom, 1 bath,
living room, extra nice
kitchen and dining area.
' Central heat and air.
$5,000. Call 753-1675, 753-
26i5 or 753-8270.
SOW AND nine pigs. Call
38 Pets Supplies
AKC REGISTERED








800 N. Ulth Street - Three
bedroom brick veneer




$26,000. Call 753-8080 or




South 12th at Sycamore
TF1 EPHONE 753-1061
EXOTIC - You have
probably admired this
home as you passed by.
-On a lovely lot, corner of
16th and Glendale Rd. is
this most attractive 3
bedroom brick with 2
baths, central heat and
air, Pella windows, fully
carpeted, all built-ins,
and beautiful fireplace.
We will be happy to
show you this truly
different home. You will
be delighted too. Call us
soon. Guy Spann Realty,
901 Sycamore, 753-7724.
MOO Se. Pt.
This dream beep is located
in the most desirable
leafiest, clew is plf tear-
se, swiping pool, mW Ply
3 uniaeters from city.
Dwelling bus two befits, 3
bedroom, Imp utility, Is x




Extra nice 3 bedroom home
almost in City Limits,
Modern alW has 31 a 40
ás thit cps be wed ler
demise w Shp.
Live Nov College
ISO & 11102 N. 176, is the
locution of this witinewleg
banal with 3 bedrooms, 1
bath, and. special Wady
for the College Pref. or
Window.
Sharp
2 bedroom frame biome
ideal for small Ni.
separate prep, mW nice
pwie. Mort implaacp nay.
Cell for additional fa-
formatioa.





home on 20 acres. Many
outstanding features in




large utility room with
lots of storage space,
and enclosed sunporch




by scenic pasture land.





HAMLIN, KY. a house
and one acre of land on
Ky 444 and McFarlane
Road. Good well and
septic system. Many
large trees for a nice
shady homesite. Call
John C. Neubauer,






New range and ice
maker in restaurant.
Upstairs apartment
renting for $135 per
month. Large lot with
room for trailer
parking, or store ex-
pansion. Also good gas
business. All stock and
fixtures included. Price
in very low 30's. Don't
miss this opportunity to








division with 3 large
bedrooms, 2 baths,
living room, large den
with beautiful cedar
paneling, wood beamed
• ceiling and lovely
fireplace, formal dining
room, kitchen, utility
'rooms 2 car garage and
many extras. This home
haflovely decor. and is
truly unique. Phone us
today for an ap-
pointment to view this
home. Kopperud Realty,
753-1222j
TWO ACRES OF land




homes up to the 20's.
Come. by Wilson
Insurance and Real
Estate, across from the




transferred out of town
and looking for offer on
this attractive 3
bedroom home 1 block
from Murray High
School. Home has many
outstanding features
including economic
central gas heat, central
electric air, pegged oak
floor in entry hall, patio,
garage, nice land-
scaping and reasonable
price in mid 30's. Phone
us for more information
on this charming home.
Kopperud Realty, 753-
1222.
FOR SALE - 80 acres,„;




45 Farms For Sale
19 ACRE farm located on
US 641 just three miles
north of Murray. Two
bedroom house. ..Good
access road frontage.
This close in farm can
be yours now. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., Murray, 753-
0101 or 753-7531.








seven _rooms_ and _bath,
with dry basement and
carport. Large lot, good
- location. Call 753-1961.
THREE BEDROOM
brick. Excellent con-





for that young couples
first home. Priced at
only $21,000. Call 753-
3903.
BY OWNER -2 bedroom
brick home, fireplace,
garage, patio, shady lot
on quiet street. $25,500.
Call 753-5818.
BIG HOUSE for family,











Dead end street. Call
753-6843.
FOR RESULTS
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1977 CAMARO, AM
stereo. Six cylinder. One
month old. Call 767-2550.
1972 DATSUN- pickup,






V-6 engine, plus 3,000
miles. Body in fair
condition. $175. Call 753-
6805, after 3 p.m.
1976 BUICK REGAL,
automatic, power, and
air, bucket seats, AM-
FM stereo tape. 350 four
barrel. Call 489-2666.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 BUICK LE SABRE,
custom 4 door sedan.
AM-FM stereo, tilt
wheel, one owner 43.500
actual miles. In ex-
cellent condition. $2600.
Call 753-0609.
1975 OLDS 442. silver with
black stripes. Loaded
with extras. Local, one
owner. Call 753-3465.
FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
1973 Dodge pickup. Call
7534532.










-Quality That Will Please




(Good Through Fob. 15)
Murray Supply
208 EMon Co., Inc. 753-3361
Machinist Wanted
FISHER PRICE TOYS, The World's Largest Maker
of Pre-school Toys has an opening for an 'ex-
perienced maintenance machinist. The successful
candidate will be responsible for repairing, main-
taining arid trouble shooting a wide variety of
mechanical, electrical, hydraulic, and pneumatic
tooling and equipment. Excellent, salary and
benefits package including profit sharing. Call for
an application form or send your resume to Per-
sonnel Manager, Fisher Price Toys, A Division of
the Quaker Oats Company, East Penny Rd.,
Murray, Ky. 42071
Telephone 502-753-0450
An Equal Opportunity Employer.
OUR WORK IS CHILD'S PLAT
,
NEAR KY. LAKE, 1 acre •
unfinished house. $6,640. • ,






BY OWNER 40 South, 6th
Street. Brick, 26, baths. Up-
stairs - 2 bedrooms, storage
* roan, wall to wall -carpet.
Two bedrooms downstairs,
large living room, den, kit-
andMining room.
Glassed front porch with
-heat. Double glass enclosed
back porch. 2 fireplaces. one
gas log. Large full basement
- carpeted, ,t bath, four
separate rooms, laundry
room, me kitchen sink,
shower. Double car garage
with extra room in back,
completely insulated.
Double paved driveway, one
brick outbuilding, fruit












Tecowes elegantly sculptured design of es ery module in, orporates many
prartleal ads antages The hard surface of A, rs In is nearls maintenance free.
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49 Used Cars & Trucks





FOR SALE 1970 Buick
Electra 225 has all
power and air, cruise
control. Extra clean car.
$1575. Also. have 1958
Ethel Pacer with rebuilt
engine and refinished
body, $600. If interested
call 753-8564.
1964 CHEVELLE Malibu
SS. 70 model, 354-engine,
4 speed, cam, headers,
sun gauges, lift kits
frorit--1M-fiar, air
shocks and crager
maga. - Will trade for
Camaro or later model
Chevelle. Call 753-5612.
1964 CHRYSLER runs
good. $150.00. Phone 354-
. 5217.
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
-appreciate. Call 492-
8441.




sell. Call 753-4023 after
4:30.
1970 V. W. air condition, 4
speed, low mileage.
Sharp. $1100. Call 753-
8216.
1971 FORD PICKUP,
49,000 actual, 260 Cu. in.
Excellent condition.







Call 753-7404, or 753-6779. -
1966 JEEP WAGONEER,
4 wheel drive, power
steering and brakes.
$600. Call 753-8042.
1973 GRAND PRIX, new,
locally. Also 1969
Toronado, best offer.
Call 753-2249 after 5 p.m.
NOW OPEN FOR BUSINESS
MURRAY
ELECTRONICS & SECURITY
If It's Electronic We'll Service It
TV's, bodies, Stereos, Cl. Radios servked.
Fire a %amity Emeipment Installed.
603 Seek dtle Stmt Eddy WilSoms




I 401A Yy knew 500 Crop. 2 is Ky lake Frog . . . 350.00A
1001 511 twist Cot S.W. 1 1. free It 1+/, 250.008
490A boiled weeded robe 1411. 30 le pi 1$7,000
WI Weedel. lbol I. km* lobe. %I am imAoo
nai Canis mi an Inn mat Fri lin 119,250
370A Kook raw his. good -flier leirm 77,750
255i On %lyrical Creek. 2 mi. to Kr Uke .69,000
/56A WIMP rellitg hit, wor firefly . . 60,000






7A Weeded. 5 el Clarksrile. ow Stoso Plaid. 9,950.00
5A bar WW1 Ky. Lake, Imo. Ilidge. CAI MI. 5,750
U 3 Cab* es US by. 71: 2 11. 11 1161 10.11.1- 39,000
3A 1 boo Front Ilool gear Ky. Lip  . 14,000
2.2* bras. bow wel. sedbldg., kerbs & wt. . 11,000
21 Cily Wider 1. Slack Ho rd. 3 Ili fit lists . . . . 3,750.00
la City Water 8 Web too 4.1 Mi. City liodi 3.950.00
IA woad kW se [Woad bad . 1,750
2 leWe• haw, err Abbe & balb . 15.000
2 InIross from. carpeted, we 1011 . 14.000
2 leekese hoe. 3 roues I bower 17,500
6 two Wee. paw eW wise, be Soh 17,000
Kt lab NI, pH root electricity . . 2,250
Ky Lake Mm hi leo brim ded  2,200
19,250
3 Bit Irick io Teat trip. i et to Ky. toke  10,900
OW SW* We- Cm. 10-1-11111, 111 Woe war lbe lam 15.000
235* hro IC is fill, bar aegkedis .
150* Lei wee paw ad lene WI. bone, bare
721 cents Faro. AP-o. +i or. rd kW. cily water
37A im Woe. lare. man. rot WI. VW












ROY BLANKENSNIP - NEW JOHNSONVILLE 1-535-2451
LiCORNIII tool Estate brokers wed Affiliate Moberg Plowlsel. If poo




49. Used Cars 8, Trucks
1976 V. W. RABBIT. One
owner, 8,000 miles. Four
months old. Still in
warranty. $3,500 firm.
Call after 6 p. m. 436-
2568.
1975 BUICK 225 Landau,
burgandy and white, has
cruise, tilt, electric
windows and seats, full
power and other
features. $4,850. Also







vinyl roof, one owner.
$2,000. Call 753-6534.
1971 DODGE VAN, 6
cylinder, automatic, 14
ton. Call 435-4113 after 6.
50 Campers
16 TRAILER, camper.





barns, etc. Call 767-2357.
SALE: 'KIRBY Carpet
Care. Steam clean one
room at 8 cents per sq.
ft. and we will clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
10. A 10' x 10' room















SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates for your
needs. _ •
DEtIVEWAYS WHITE











work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-0669 or
436-2586.
DO IT YOURSELF
FOR LESS THAN $50.00
Build a beautiful indoor
or outdoor Spiral Stairway
Haven't you alway dreamed of having a Spiral Stairway' Most
people have, This Spiral Stairway is beautiful. unique and easily
budt The designer, trying to devise a way for his children to excape
the upstairs section' in case the house caught on fire. blocking the
staircase to the down stairs section (which has resulted en many
people burning to death) designed and built his own stairway exit
He found rt to be the cheapest and easiest way out TO DO IT RIM
SELF, When he was finished he found that it added beauty to his
home and at the same time increased the value of his property
considerably and most of all gave him and his wife.peace of mind
for their children's safety This beautdul piece of construction
met
enticed people to drive hundreds of miles to try and get plans or
prints 90 they could build one So the designtr decided to publish
his idea so that YOU Might have the opportunity to have a Spiral Stairway for you and your family
To acquire plans for this unusual and beautiful piece of art send a check or money order in the amount
of $995 for your complete detailed brochure showing step-by.step self -explanatory illustrations.
This brochure has the actual photographs in color from start to finish of this protect. including all
details and drawings. DON'T bEeAy. DO IT RIGHT NOVII WHILE IT'S FRESH ON YOUR MIND
IIT MAY SAVE A LIFE)
Please send me bro,nures
for S9 95 each
 To&




TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
piumbing. heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
ELECTROLUX SALES
and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 7534760,
day or night.
TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete. patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens. Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.
ELECTRICAL WIRING






ficient 'service. NO job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
AFTER SCHOOL care for
children. Will pick up
from school. 114 N. 14th.
Call 753-8056.
WILL DO inside or out-
side painting and srhall
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.
WILL DO Babysitting in






struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.




carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
INSULATION BLowNin
by Sean i save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.




of 'electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
Water pumps, water




order and delivered and




replacement foi homes -








For Fast Conl,lenrool Ser
vice corr 47i 93Q or 171





and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete






bank gravel Call 436-
2306.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.







exterior Texture ceiling .
anct sheetrock finishing.






estimates Quick drying. I






FREE - male cat, 7






room for elderly woman
in state approved family
















Shout Them from the Classifieds
Searching for the clever way to say "I Love You r
Our Happy Valentine Ads will be published on
February 14, and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. 'We have a size
to fit every lover's budget and ,,(rma re friendly Advi-
sors will be happy to help you your message.
'To Mom and Dad .
We couldn't hart. picked
nicer pair of parents in She
ea. idLoo Howe o 011eport Vs:d-
entine's Day)
Mike and Sue
Mrs  Smith - Thanks for
moUno Science Ion to learn




To My Wife, Ann...
After 15 .ondeili.I yea,
of .xOrrOge I Mt i,li lead





To Jane - I wont you to4
my Valentin*, and I won I




The Murray Ledger & Times
Grandparents. Parents, Lovers. .
Send a personalized Valentine Card to
Your Loved Ones This Year
With 1 Ledger & Times Valentine
Dear Jimmy (Piklier) I love -
you mor• then words con
••press I hop* we will oi
weys be togitthet to shore
the good end the bed
always Sue (Chuck) P S
Werner loves you tool •
WANZA Happy Ycil•n
fines Dray to the sweetest
end most loving wile end
We lo.o• you Lorry













City  Vale 
Zip  Phone 
Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1977. All ads will run on
February 14, 1977 unless you specify
otherwise. Photo can be picked up at
newspaper office after February 16, 1977.
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Funeral services for Russel
L. Johnson, former Murray
businessman, will be at 10
a. m Monday Mr_ Johnson
died Wednesday afternoon at
his home in Odessa, Tex., at
. the age of 62. . _ .
Mr. Johnson vtaathe former
owner and operator of. the
Style Shop, women's apparel
shrari on the east side of the
downtown Murray Court
Square, from 1954 to 1965. He
was a charter member and
served as president of the
Murray-Calloway County
Country Club.
The former Murray man
was a member of the First
United Methodist Church and
Jessie Canady
Dies On Friday
Jessie Johnson Canacky, age
68, of Rt. 5, Murray: died at,9
p: m. Friday at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Gaynelle ' (Bray)
Canady; a daughter, Mrs.
Larry (Gayla) Fowler, of Rt.
5; and two sons, Max Canady
. of Riviera Courts and Joe Pat
Canady of Tyndall AFB, Fla.
. Also surviving are two
0 sisters, Tiffs:-Tfiafle§. Sparks
of Murray and Mrs. Mary
Hutchins of Metropolis, Ill.,
and a, brother, Goble Canady
of Ledbetter, Ky. Thirteen
grandchildren and five great-
grandchildren ats6 survive.
Mr. Cenady was a ineniber
of the New Providence Baptist
-ir--'64ioreh--ancl--was-a _veteran ofirwas a Navy veteran of or
War II.
_ Survivors include his wife,
WS. bet E. JOhnSon, OdesSa,
Texas; mother-in-law,
Effie Sharp, Fulton; one son,
-Russel Linn Johnson,
' Jr., stationed in Rcrrea; two
granddaughters.
Friends may call at the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home after
7:30 p. m. Sunday-- .
•
Murray Masonic Lodge
Plans Meeting Monday "
Murray Lodge No. 1U5 Free
and Accepted Masons will
conduct its regular meeting on
Mpfiday, February7; at42: 30 p.-
m. at the lodge hirfaf 4121/2-
Main Street, Murray.
All Masons are -urged to




don't stop eating everything
. go ahead and
eat
sufficiently
'tart your figure slimming
without cutting out those 3
meals a day. You can eat sufft-
ciently'while you low pounds
of unwanted fat as you follow
the X-1P-Reducing Diet Plan.
No starvation dieting. Take a
premeal X-11 Tablet before
meals. Down goes your caloric
intake, down goes your weight
with the X-11- Plan.
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
I.,ur money refunded it. l',Iurer
no questions ssliist not









Volare Coupe The good
looking small car that
offers style room and
comfort
( :1 IIIN -S1 Ai
nif X /RA







The look of luxury for 77
looks like this Causler
• New Yorker Brougham All
thetelegance you ex ct.
plus a price you can al rd
Aph. •, 1005 Mc buying
liiR1SIER or leasing a






- -incomplete - at, - this time,
Friends may call at




CONVENTION DISCUS4ON - The Rt. Rev. David B. Reed (right) of Louisville, bishop
of the Episcopal Diocese of Kentucky, reviews the upcoming coavention schedule
with two lay leader,after deliyering.the state of the diocese address at_the,opening
service of the 149th annual convention of the diocese in Murray Friday morning
_ _ host church for the convention, and George Casparian of Fulton, dean of the Purchase
Area. About 200 deputies representing churches west ofiexinglon are attending con:-
ventinti sessions in Murray and at Murray State University through Saturday. A youth
reinvention is meeting in conjunction with the adult convention.
Funerariervicet for Mrs. 
Manorial Church To Hear Pastor Speak At Sunday Services
Rubie Travis of Rt. 1, Almo, 'Be No nformed to This services.
who died Thursday evening, World" will be subject of Rev. Ron Hampton, 
a.m. with Elbert Thomason as
will bi held at 10 a. m. Monday the sermon by the Re . errell minister of music and yonth, 
director and Church Training
in the chapel of the Max White, minister at the
Churchill Funeral Home. Memorial Baptist Church, at
Officiating at the services will the 10:50 a.m. services on
be-the Rev. Glenn. Armstrong Sunday, FebluarY-43; -lit: the
- and-Tom-Powell, - charch.--His_scripture_ will ,be
Pallbearers will be J. D. from Romans 12:2.
Jones, Clint Greer, J. D. ' Special Music at the mor-
Outland, Eldridge Swift, ning services will be Mary
Dwight Watson and James Jane McGuire. Tomm
Darrell Lockhart. Burial will Wilkins will direct the music
be in Coles Campground with Dianne Dixon as pianist
Cemetery. and Margaret Wilkins as
The deceased was the wife organist.
of Mehra Travis. who died Lester Garland, deacon of
November- 26', -1971-.- She- wa-s-a- week-, will- -assist- -in -the
member of the Spring Creek'
Baptist-Church
Mrs. Travis is survived by
, two daughters, Mrs. Roscoe The University Church of
( Frankie ) Feagin of Almo Christ, located on North
Route One and Mrs.. Virgil Fifteenth Street, will hear the
Ann) Lockhart of Hazel minister, Bro. Kenneth
Park, Mich; one sister, Mrs. Hoover, speak at both services
Mike (Lucille ) - Heath, at.10:30 a. m. and silt!). in. on
Westview Nursing" Home, Sunday, February 6.
Murray; one brother, - A. P. - • 'What's Right With The
Cain, Paducah; six grand- Church" will be the morning
childreri; two great grand- sermon topic with the
children. scripture reading to he by
University Church Of
Baptist Men's Day Services Sunday At Ii
Baptist Men's Day will be welcome, and Marvin Harris,
Observed in the worship deacon of the week, will lead,
Services at the First Baptist the offertory prayer at the
4-Church on Sunday,- February morning erviCe at DaRtlie
6, when the special music will Harrison at the evening hour.
be by the Men's Chprus, Men's Testimonies will be by Jim
Ensemble, and Men'sQ art t Rudolph and Robert Lyons.
'the pastor, the Rev. Dr, Bill Mike Sykes will_give the in-
Whittaker, will speak on the vocation at the evening ser-
subject, -Judgment and vice.
Justice" with .scripture from Sunday School will be at 9:30
Genesis 18:16-33 at the 10:45 a. a. m. Deacons will meet at
m. service, and on -A Man, A eight p. m. Sunday.
Boy, And The Lord" with Taking the offering on
scripture from Genesis 22: 1-14 Sunday will be Marvin Harris,
Jerry Shelton, Don Ramage,
James Rogers, Dannie
Harrison, Donnie Williams,
and W. B. McCuiston.
Volunteer nursery. workers
will be Mrs. Howard Newell,
at the seven p. m. service.
Gus Robertson, Jr., .will
direct the song service with
Joan Bowker as organist and
Allene Knight as pianist. Dr.
Hugh Oakley will give the
---LAKF.,V(i(()i)ii)()K,‘r-v(





will direct the song service at will be at six P.113'
the seven P:m. services when As a church, Memorial is
the pastor will speak on the conserving at least twenty per
subject, "Upper Rion Ex- 
cent during February and
periences" with scripture March by having all Wed-
from Luke 22:7-20 and Acts nesday night mee
tings on one
-iroor with no htnt in the —lack Ward, Ed West, Noah
1:12 14. The ordinance f Th
Lord's Supper will -be- ob- sanctuary or on second floor,
served at the evening service. with thermostats for we
ek-
The youth with Rev. 'days cut back to 68 degreg,
Hampton are at Brandon and with extra meetings at the
Springs in the Land Between church can
celed including
the Likes- this weekend for a February and M
arch family
youth retreat. fellowship meals.
Sunday School will beat 9 AO- _
Christ Plans Sunday Services
Bro. John Dale To Overview 
Speak Sunday At
Murray Church
. To Whom Shall We Go?"
will be the subject of the
sermon by Bro. John Dale at
the 8:30 and 10:40 a.m. wor-
ship Services on Sunday,.
February 6, at the Seventh
and Poplar Church of Christ.
His scripture will be from
John 6!66-69.
At the first service Alan
Jones will conduct the song
service, Tommy Carraway,
will make the announcements,
Chuck Adams will read the
sertpture,-and Owen Moseley
and Randy Wright will lead in
prayers.
Jerry Bolls, song leader and
youth worker, will direct the
song service and Johnny
Bohannon will make the an-
DOVneernents at 1040. when
Jerry Fulton will read the
  scripture- and Jac Rose aniL
Edgar Rowland *ill lead in
prayers.,
8t.JaQm. Bro, Dale_ will
speak on the subject, "Wtiy--Do-
Ye Not Understand?" with
Bobby Martin. Prayers will be
led by W. H. Brooks. and Ben
Humphreys.
Ernie Bailey will direct the -
song service and Wayne
Williams will make the an-
nouncements.
The evening sermon topic
by Bro. Hoover will be
"Practical Ways Every
Christian Can Let Ills Or Her
rst Church
Mrs. Vaughn Vandeirift, Mrs.
Don Blalock, Mrs. Terry
Denton, -MF. and Mrs. Ralph
Darnell, Miss* Tracy Duncan,
Mrs. Calvin Morris, Miss.
Mary Morris, Miss Julie
Sams, Mrs. Reggie Fields
and Miss Leslie Gro_gan: 
The Sweetheart Banquet
will be held Friday, February
11, at seven p. in. at the
Fellowship Hall.
Dr. David C. Roos
Speaker At First
Christian Church
Life Shine For The Lord."
Serving The Lord's Supper
will be Vernon Gantt, Alai)
Boyd, Bob Houghton, Chuck
Wilson, Jimmy Ford, Tim
Feltner, Jimmy West, and
Scott Thurman.




the church will be held
following the Sunday night
services.
Due to the local energy
crisis and to do their part, the
Wednesday evening Bible
Study at the church building
has been cancelled for
February. Bible study groups





food is needed for the pantry
shelves and also clothes for
the clothing bank to help those
in need.
Speakers for the University
Christian Student Center this
week include Leroy Eldridge
on Monday at 12:30 p. m., Ed
Chrisman on Wednesday at
12:30 p. m. and Ben Hum-
phreys on Thursday at 7;30 p.The Rev. Dr. David C. Roos,
minister of the First Christian m'
subject.. "What Only God 
Methodist Church 'Church, will speak on the
Could Do
worship services on Sunday. 
Plans Only Oner at the 10:45 a.m. 
February 6, at the church. Service Sunday
---.. The-Chancel Choir, directed
by-Margaret Porter with Gary The First United Methodist
Galloway as organist:- will Church will only have one
sing the anthem, "Ye Ser- worship service at 10:50 a. m.
vants of God." - on Sunday, February 6, in
Lyle Underwood will- be compliance with the request to
worship leader with Julie cut energy during the current
Pricer as eandle lighter and crisis'
Mrs. Kent Forrester and Mr. "To Whom Does The Church
and Mrs. -Frank Roberts as Belong?" will be the subject of
greeters. the sermon by. the Rev. Dr.
Elders serving will be Walt James 4. Fisher, Sr. His text
Apperson and Dr. Woodfin will be from Matthew 16:13-20'
Wells, Jim 
,...and I Timothy 3:15-16.
i-itCB4ci)oon5-e,wKil n4kYel?ariar, - Mena-tied Chdf, directed
Dr. Bill Seale, and Fred *ells: by Paul Shahan with Bea
The flowers on the corn- ' Farrell as organist, will 
sing
munion table will be in the anthem, "Come Thou
memoir of W. Z. Carter by his Almighty King." Greeter for
family.Sunday will be Holmes Ellis.
at\9:30 a.m.
Sunday Scitioca win lie held 
7
Education will 
Sunday School will be at,9: 46
The youth Choir will 
a. in. The " Conunission on
practice at five p.m. followed 
Meet Sunday at
by supper for both youth 
:30p. m . in the chifrch parlor
The Youth Choir for Grades
groups at 5:30 p.m. ar -1'42 will meet Sunday from
4:45 to 5:30 p. m. in the Collegemeetings at six p.m. The 
..productionruf "Rarneses" at 
Class Room before the United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
- groups will then attend the
6:30 p.M. by the Gemini Group groups will meet for supper at
at the First Christian Church. 5:30 p. m. and then attend the
production of "Rameses" at
Nmidwiva el-king. -r...
Ilk First Christian Church.
Youth counselors for
provide skilled
pilic,...., February , will__ _be_ _P_at_cIciseli with
throughout a notmal
Craviford and Barbara Priddy
pregnancy, -and during labor, ti-- -0,
care for Junior High and)Majt and
delivery, and the postpartuni -"'"".
Barbara Brandon for Senior
dation-March of Dimes funds 
Dr. Fisher said the church
ThPeriod. - e National Foun- temperature will be kept at 60
degrees at all times during the
several grants in support of 
midwifery education, 
energy crisis except for
services on Sunday.
Mark Ails to read the scrip-
ture from John • 842-45-,
Tommy Carraway to make
the announcements, Jerry
Bolls to direct the song ser-
vice, and Willard Ails and
Harry Russell to lead in
prayers.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper at 8:30 will be Leemon
Nix and Charles Lamb, and at
10:40 will be Gary Lamb and
Lenith Rogers. Edwina Elkins
will be the teen nursery
helper.
Wheatley, and Bernice
Wisehart will serve on the
Extension Department.
Bus drivers for February
will be James Herndon, Steve
Simmons, Gary Potts, and
Richard Duke.




Usrey, Owen Moseley, and
Max Walker at 830, and
.Rupert Nix, James Suiter,
Larry Cunningham, Jerry
Fultop, - Ottis Valentine, and
Lorin Watson at 10:40.
Bible Study will be at 9:45
a.m. Sunday. The deacons will




The Grace Baptist Church,
located on South Ninth Street
Extended, will hear the
pastor, the Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
speak at both the 10:45 a. m.
and six p. xn. worship services
on Sunday, February 6.
Directing the song service
will be John F. Wood with
Dwane Jones as organist and
Anita Underhill as pianist.
The choir will sing "Rejoice
Ye Pure In Heart," and Jire
Underhill will sing a solo.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a. in. with Steve Smotherman
as superintendent. Singing
-will start at 5:30 p. m. prior to
the evening worship.
The Deacons will meet
Monday at 6:30 p. m.
Following the worship ser-
vices on Wednesday at seven
p. m. the regular business
meeting of the church will be
held.
•
CHICAGO AP) - The rush-hour crash of two elevated
trains in Chicago's Loop district that killed 11 and injured
more than 200 may have been caused by a trainman's over-
riding an automatic braking system or the failure of an elec-
tronic signal, authorities speculated today.
The rear-end crash of the trains in A snowstorm Friday
evening sent carloads of screaming passengers crashing onto
the street below.
One train had been stopped when it was struck from behind
by a second on a sharp curve at Lake and Wabash streets on
the northeast corner of the elevated Loop circling downtown
Chicago.
WASHINGTON ( AP) - In what one lawmaker calls "the
most sweeping reorganization of either body of Congress sin-
ce, the early 19th century," the-Senate is revamping its com-
mittee structure to increase efficiency.
The plan approved Friday reduced the number of Senate
committees from 31 to 25 and is expected to trim the total of
subcomittees from 174 to about 125. It also limited the num-
bers of committees and subcommittees a senator can serve
on.
ZANZIBAR, Tanzania (AP) - Andrew Young, the black
envoy who is on a factfinding mission in Africa for President
Carter, says he believes Ian Smith's white-minority regime
in Rhodesia does not want a settlement with blacks in south-
ern Africa. 
MIAMI -( (AP) - Fifty-seven elderly patients at a Miami
nursing home became ill with A-Victoria influenza in the cur-
rent flu season's first outbreak of the virus, and a local health






Your natural gas bills are the highest in history,
and there are two reasons for your high bills. One
reason is that in the last 12 months Texas Gas Tran-
smission, the supplier of gas to the Murray Natural
Gas System, has raised rates six times. These in-
creases have been passed on to the customer with
no markup to the City.
The other reason, which is of equal importance, is
the weather: October — colder than normal;
November — coldest in history, 55% colder than
average; December — still colder by 3000; and
January — prediction of the coldest January in
many years. January 10 through 18 set new records
for below 0 deg. temperature with snow and ice, and
school closings.
High rates and low temperatures make HIGH GAS
BILLS.
There are ways to possibly lower your own gas
bill; for instance,
1. More heat goes out the windows than any
other place in the house. Storm windows will make
your home more comfortable and possibly save you
as much as 25% on your gas bill.
2. Attic insulation is the next big area where you
can save money. Every home and building should
have 6 inches of attic insulation — this in some
cases can be a do-it-yourself job.
3. Thermostats set at 65 deg. instead of 72 deg.
is another possible way to cut back on your gas bill.
A night-time setting of 60 deg. and a day-time set-
ting of 65 deg. is recommended and it could save
you money.
There is a shortage of natural gas — certainly a
limit as to how much money we all have. You can
save our natural gas supplies and your money if we
all do our part. Think about it — Cold Weather
equals High Gas Bills. There is a way to conserve
and still be relatively comfortable.
Please keep in mind that homeowners directly af-
fect the ability of industry and business to continue
operating, since industry allocations are based on
gas remaining after residential consumption. It is
essential that there be continued stringent con-









will observe the following store
hours effective immediately
Monday through Friday 7 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
These hours will be in effect until further notice.
All thermostats will be below normal
during store hours and will be "off"
during non-operating hours.
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